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Ten Vitamin B's in Business
by JOHN W. CONRAD
Manager, Lybrand, Ross Bros., 8 Montgomery, Rockford, W.

Not restricted to primary techniques of industrial accounting, this
article deals with ten ways — personnel training programs are one of
them and "relaxation and a sense of humor" is another— through
which the vitality of a husiness may he maintained. Th e industrial
accountant can do something with respect to each of them.

the title of this article advisedly. The dictionary defines vitaI min B as a stimulant.
"Lack of this vitamin," it goes on to say, "causes loss
HAVE CHOSEN

of appetite and weight and ultimately death; necessary for the growth, reproduction and proper functioning of the body." In my opinion, that is precisely
what the ten vitamin B's we are about to consider do for the the average business. Their presentation, in succeeding paragraphs, will be in the form of discussion of observations made during my association with heads of various
businesses, a few of the better methods and procedures they employ in the
management of their respective companies, and brief mention of what I regard
as some present trends in management thinking. I will cite some examples of
the latest and most effective methods and practices used, covering a wide scope
of business practice.
Executive Organization Chart
Very logically, the first vitamin has to do with the organization of the top
level management. A lack of clear lines of authority and responsibility particularly in the executive (or higher paid) branch of the business inevitably leads
to confusion and uncertainty all the way down to the most unskilled worker in
the plant. I know of no more effective way to reduce confusion than by deOCTOBER,
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veloping an executive organization chart outlining the responsibilities, major
duties, and functions of the key executives in the organization, indicating
roughly their lines of authority. It has been proven that great improvements
can be made in the effectiveness of the top management by the use of such a
chart, particularly when it is supplemented by a procedures manual. Many companies are paying dearly for the confused thinking going on among their highest
paid personnel.
Providing Incentives
The next vitamin I want to discuss has to do with a company's most important
asset, its employees. This powerful business stimulant might be referred to as
one of the many forms of either wage incentive or profit- sharing as distinguished
from pension plans or other forms of old age assistance which become operative only after a number of years, or in the event of an employee's illness, disability, retirement, death, or severance of employment. While the costs of both
types of plans are deductible as "ordinary and necessary" business expenses for
income tax purposes, there is a vast difference in their effect upon production.
It is common knowledge that most of us are inherently lazy. We are prone to
say, "Let George do it" or "I'll do it tomorrow." We all need vitamins, incentives or stimulants of some form. On the other hand, it is a basic fact of human
nature that most people will work amazingly hard if they get something extra—
now—for doing it. My lack of enthusiasm for pension plans, old age assistance,
and so- called "fringe payments" such as paid vacations and the like, is that their
tangible benefits are often deferred and /or contingent. Moreover, I seriously
question if they are truly appreciated in many cases. Human nature being what
it is, I favor some sort of immediate reward for extra effort, whether that reward be financial or honorary.
At this point, it should perhaps be made clear that my comments are intended to refer to wage incentives and profit- sharing in broad general terms
and not to any particular type of plan of which there are probably hundreds in
each category. Profit- sharing is a well - recognized mechanism in business through
which management provides stimulus for individual effort and a reward for
individual merit, based, of course, on company profits. Like incentives, which
are productivity premiums, it specifically rewards efficiency and tends to stimulate production by offering employees a little extra compensation for a little
more effort. The very common piece work rate or premium bonus rate are, of
course, good examples of incentive plans.
I know of one company which has greatly enlarged its business on the fun200
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damental assumption that workers have a natural and human desire for things
that extra money will buy and that, as a rule, employees will show unusual
initiative and resourcefulness to get them. In the three years during which its
wage incentive plan has been in effect, this company was able to handle forty
per cent more business with only seventeen per cent more employees, and this
was accomplished without speed -up, largely by reducing waste, spoiled work,
nonproductive employees, and other overhead costs. The result was directly
attributable to improved efficiency of employees in all departments.
The management of this company felt that an incentive plan, to be most effective should include all employees, a challenge, so to speak, to the entire
group to do its best. Putting just the key personnel on an incentive plan often
discourages the rank - and -file of employees. In a typical eight -month period
during which more than 185,000 orders were processed, the company, as a result of its wage and salary incentive plan, had net savings of almost $41,000,
pay roll costs per order were pared down seven cents, office cleaning costs were
reduced $100 a month and there was a forty per cent improvement in punctuality and attendance.
Hundreds of other examples could, of course, be cited of the many advantages and over -all effectiveness of this important tool of management. As a
means of reducing unit costs and improving employee morale, it ranks very
high. I strongly recommend it as one of the best of the Vitamin B's in business.
Personnel Training Programs
Many department heads and foremen will tell you that new workers learn
their jobs slowly because of inability or lack of interest in their work. Business
analysts, as well as many psychologists, tell us that this is not true. These specialists have proven, by scores of tests, that delay in developing proficiency on
the part of most employees is more often due to the fact that few foremen have
learned their own jobs as teachers or instructors. Often an employee is hired,
turned loose on the job, and given little or no training outside the very meager
instruction he might receive from a fellow worker. Not many concerns have
scientific, well developed, foreman training plans or supervisory instruction
programs.
job instruction training, generally speaking, was originated during World
War II to teach foremen how to train workers. Records show that it increased
output in many plants from fifty to three hundred per cent and, at the same
time, vastly improved labor relations. In some cases, this very effective aid to
management requires as little as ten or twelve two -hour sessions. In other
OCTOBER,
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plants, more elaborate and extensive programs have been developed. At any
rate they all produce very worthwhile results and justify their cost and effort
many times over.
One of the larger and better managed companies in the Middle West has
successfully used this Vitamin B with very gratifying results. The plan is called
the "foreman- supervisor conference program." Very briefly, it operates in this
manner. First, only those whose duties are of a supervisory or foreman nature
(or those who are potential foremen or supervisors) are invited to participate
in the conferences. Once chosen, this classification of employees, totaling about
fifty -six, is divided into three separate groups:
I. Top supervision.
2. Line foremen.

3. Assistant foremen, working foremen, and
potential foremen.

The principal purpose in dividing the membership into these three groups
is to insure that no one is included in any one group who is responsible to or
reports to anyone else within that group. This invites more freedom of expression and encourages open and frank discussion. The program is broken down
into two main types of meetings, one a bi- weekly conference meeting lasting
one hour, which is held in the plant. The other is a joint or (all group) dinner
meeting, held every six weeks at a downtown hotel. The meetings include discussion of such topics as:
I. Planning and scheduling.
2. Material control.
3. Authority and responsibility.

4. Cosfs— Modern personnel practices.
5. Induction of new employees.
6. Safety, and the like.

Officers of the company, front office key executives, and top management attend the meetings and enthusiastically support the program. I am told that the
plant, which has been in existence for several years now, is to be continued indefinitely because participants and top management alike feel that it has accomplished the following:
I. Helps the foremen do a better job of
training and supervision.
2. Brings to light promising potential material for future staff foremen and supervisory positions.
3. Smooths out and corrects a lot of small,
but annoying problems before they become so serious as to adversely affect
the welfare of the employee or the company.
202

4. Broadens the background and experience of the supervisory force, gives each
member a better understanding of management's problems and attitude, develops a spirit of cooperation and teamwork, arrests the feeling of some that
their department is separate and autonomous, and frequently produces excellent
suggestions for more efficient operation
of the business.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Budgets
In order to fully meet their responsibilities, business executives must constantly improve the methods and techniques used in the control and operation of
their business. One such tool, and a time tested vitamin, is formal and realistic
budgeting. Of course, every business must do a certain amount of future planning and looking forward, but such thinking is likely to be irregular and haphazard unless it is reduced to a definite orderly program and procedure. Briefly
stated, budgeting is the careful planning of all functions of the business in
advance. Involving, as it does, the use of estimated figures of future costs and
expenses for a definite period in advance, it provides a reliable background or
yardstick against which the actual cost of operation may be compared.
Viewed objectively, it formulates management policies into a program and,
by setting forth anticipated expenditures, provides safeguards to insure that
costs and expenses do not exceed the amount budgeted for that particular purpose. Put another way, budgeting seeks to lock the stable door before the horse
has been stolen, whereas the balance sheet and the income account, being historical statements of account, merely report, after the event has taken place,
whether or not the horse was stolen. I firmly believe that the operations of any
business are more efficiently conducted, with resulting greater profits, if the management, through the use of budgets, gives careful study and attention to planning its activities in advance.
Knowledge and Control of Costs
During the past twenty years extraordinary progress has been made in cost finding methods and procedures. "Horse and buggy" cost computations have
given way to the development of scientific cost finding methods. Today it is not
so much a matter of assembling figures to determine how much an article actually costs as it is a scientific attempt to discover the reasons why an article costs
what it does and whether that cost is higher than it should be, when viewed
from the standpoint of its competitive selling price. In short, today, it is not
"what is it ?" but "why is it ?" that management wants to know. In fact, cost
accounting has become so exacting, so scientific, so detailed, that it is really
"cost engineering," with the emphasis no longer being placed upon recorded
results, as in former days, but upon standards, and upon budgeted expectations.
In the 1930's management was content to know that differences in the cost
of manufacturing a unit of product was "X" dollars, let us say. Now keener
competition and the customer's greater emphasis on price, has compelled manOCT OB ER , 19 52
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agement to be more interested in finding out why the cost went up "X" dollars.
Executives want to know whether it was because of decreased volume or increased cost of materials, direct labor, or overhead. If the latter, they want to
know whether it was factory overhead, office overhead, selling expensesi, or administrative expenses, and even more exacting, what particular elements within
those classifications. Was it increased supervision, more defective work, more
time consumed to do the job, increased supplies or handling charges, higher
maintenance of machines, etc. ?
To supply the answers to these specific questions —to have this detailed information right up- to- date — requires a lot of accurate cost engineering, not just the
old- fashioned cost accounting that most of us were taught in school. In talking
with many successful business executives, I find a definite trend taking place in
their thinking toward cost accounting. No longer are they content to get figures
in total. To meet the present highly competitive prices and conditions, they
must have overhead costs broken down between fixed and variable, controllable
and noncontrollable, actual and standard, and actual and budgeted.
Improved Employee Relations
This pleasant vitamin likewise concerns the greatest business asset — employees.
Many businessmen fail to appreciate or appraise the tremendous influence and
effect which employees' attitudes have upon their work, i.e., upon their productivity. In recognizing this influence, it seems to me, a company is merely
capitalizing upon the psychological fact that employees are human beings, and
of course, like to be treated as such. It goes without saying that there are liter-

ally thousands of ways to improve employee relations. Let me enumerate only
a few which pay handsome dividends.
First there is the habit of paying compliments. By a compliment I do not
mean flattery. Instead, a compliment is an honest statement of praise for some
virtue or talent that is present and deserves commendation. If you stop to realize
it, nobody is so entirely devoid of merit that he does not have some good qualities. The trouble with most of us is that we do not often take an objective view
of things. We seldom analyze our associates for talents or try to see the good
in them. We are prone to take their work for granted.
Even a smile is a form of compliment, a form of delight with the presence
of the individual. A more subtle form of compliment or praise, of course, is
to ask an associate for his advice or opinion on some matter. In so doing, you
indirectly acknowledge his superiority by going to him for help. Criticizing
204
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people usually deflates their ego, punctures their vanity. On the other hand,
praise buoys them up, makes them expand, makes them feel happy. Passing out
an occasional, well- deserved compliment, or praise to an employee is a wonderful and very inexpensive way to improve employee relations.
Reference can be made here to only a few more ways of improving employee
relations. Everyone cannot have the opportunity of a college education, but
however limited one's academic training, all individuals can learn quickly to
be courteous, appreciative, and cooperative. It does not take a degree in business
administration to be able to frequently use the words, "Thank you," when dealing with customers or fellow workers. Still other effective ways of improving
employee relations are such things as office picnics, Christmas parties, and athletic teams. The use of house organs and credit unions (where financial assistance can be extended in the form of loans to distressed employees) are also
commonly used.
The effort to promote goodwill is a management requirement. Job dissatisfaction, grievances, absenteeism, labor turnover, the growth of the labor union
movement, are all evidences of the need for building up employee morale —of
improving employee relations. This is but another effective Vitamin B being
used to a greater degree each day, by alert, progressive, forward- looking business management. I recommend it to you as being very much worthwhile.
Relaxation and a Sense of Humor
First, let me say that I am not a doctor or a psychologist, and so I am not
going to write about neurosis, conditioned reflexes or emotional conflicts. I
merely want to point out a few observations I have made as a layman in every
day dealings with some busy, nervous, high strung businessmen who seem to me
to be killing themselves in a chaotic endeavor to make money. They tell me
they cannot sleep nights, they have nervous indigestion, ulcers of the stomach,
the jitters. They do not know how to relax. I go to lunch with them occasionally and see what they eat and cannot eat. I see the influence and effect of what
psychologists call "interbrain misbehavior" upon their business associates and
upon the executive personnel with whom they come in contact. They appear
impetuous, impatient, irritable. They seem to demand perfection in others.
I realize full well that business today is geared to a very high pitch. We
probably transact more business over the telephone in an hour today than we
used to do in eight hours of work at a much slower pace. But, in so doing, I
sometimes wonder if we are not becoming a nation of nervous wrecks, of superOC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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salesmen, of business neurotics. Doctors tell us that tense muscles, emotional
upsets and nervous tension, interfere with the proper functioning of the body
and particularly the nervous system, which in turn affects our thinking. We are
told that new ideas come to us with greater ease and spontaneity when we are
relaxed. As a well -known drink admonishes us, an occasional pause from the
day's nervous grind refreshes us, causes our brain to function better, improves
our judgment, makes us more accurate. Music, we are also told, is soothing to
jagged nerves. It arrests fatigue and relieves nervous tension and pressure.
And so I suggest, as an effective Vitamin B for businessmen, that twice in the
morning and three times in the afternoon, they relax, go to the window, look
out, smile, take a few deep breaths and forget all about business worries and
cares for three or four minutes. During these precious minutes of relaxation the
individual must try to think of something interesting or amusing, and to forget
about your work. Maintain a sense of humor. If your conscience bothers you
for "wasting" this much time from your employer, stay fifteen or twenty minutes after five o'clock. If you follow this advice religiously, I predict life will
be richer and more enjoyable. You will also be worth more to your employer
and your family, and most of all —you will live a lot longer.
Employee Suggestions Plan
The most successful business executives I have known usually leave their
office door open and none of them feel they have a monopoly on good ideas.
As a matter of fact, I think it might be said that the bigger the executive, the
more he realizes that frequently men way down the ladder —men who are actually running the machine, driving the truck, or acting as watchman - -often
know more about their own jobs than does the president. It is this kind of
objective thinking, this desire on the part of top management to encourage and
develop the team spirit in an organization, which has been largely responsible
for the establishment of the employees' suggestion box idea, in hundreds of the
largest and best managed companies in the United States. The idea, of course,
is not new. In fact, it is so common, that for years there has been an outstanding organization functioning with the sole purpose of educating management in
the most successful methods of operating such plans and of suggesting ways and
means of encouraging employees to submit business betterment ideas.
The amazing thing is, despite the fact that some of the largest and most
successful companies in the country maintain such systems and enthusiastically
recommend their adoption, there are still thousands of concerns which are passing up this marvelous opportunity to reduce costs, increase production, reduce
206
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waste, improve quality, and better working conditions. It is no secret that such
well -known organizations as the Pullman Company, General Motors, Westinghouse, Swift and Company, U. S. Steel, United Air Lines, Inc., Illinois Central
Railroad, Johns Manville Corp., Peoples Gas, Light, and Coke Company, and
hundreds of other concerns have had such plans in existence for many years.
Some idea of the enormous benefits to be derived from the plan may be gained
by knowing that during 1951 alone, General Motors employees submitted
140,830 suggestions for consideration, of which 30,758 were accepted. Awards
paid out during the year to those whose suggestions were adopted, totaled $1,516,533. I know of no better or more certain cost reduction or methods improvement technique than the employees' suggestion box idea.
Many companies report that they made a lot of mistakes in the early stages of
their plan some of which were quite costly. It was the idea of passing along
to others the results of their experiences and studies that led to the formation
of the National Association of Suggestion Systems, an organization that meets
annually, gets out a regular bulletin, and has thousands of members.
The "You" Attitude
Henry Ford once said, "If there is any one secret of success, it lies in the
ability to get the other person's point of view and to see things from his angle
as well as your own. The man who can put himself in the place of the other
man, who can understand the workings of his mind, need never worry about
what the future has in store for him." This rare ability is often called the
"you" attitude. Stated another way, it simply means seeing and presenting ideas
from the other person's viewpoint. You might say it is an adaptation of the all important principle of influencing people to think, to feel, and to act, as you
wish them to.
Someone has defined a bore as a person who talks about himself when you
want to talk about yourself. Since the "you" attitude is primarily a state of
mind, to achieve it requires real self - denial and self control. It means subordinating one's own interest to those of the other person. Thinking about one's
self all the time puts a person in the bore class. When we stop to consider it,
any person with whom we are dealing wants a satisfactory answer to the question, "What concrete benefit will I derive by doing what you wish me to do ?"
Obviously, the most satisfactory answer grows out of the "you" attitude, the
ability we possess to look at what he sees through his eyes, to get across to him
the benefits, pleasures, comforts, and satisfaction he will derive from doing
what we want him to do.
OCT OB ER , 19 52
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To cultivate the "you" attitude most effectively, one must cultivate his imagination. Arnold Bennett once wrote "Nearly all cruelty in human relations
springs from lack of imagination." Therefore, to develop imagination, one
must privately question one's self about the person with whom one is dealing
at the moment. What does he want primarily? Why is he sad? Why is he
happy? What are his worries? How is his family? What is his idea of himself? How can I please him? What are the things that annoy him most? What
is he thinking about? How would I feel if I were in his place? There are
hundreds of other similar questions.
I sincerely believe that most of us would be more successful in business and
would get more enjoyment out of life if we would make a special effort to cultivate the "you" attitude in all our business relations, whether we be writing,
telephoning, talking, visiting, or working with other people. In all our dealings with others then, we must try always to direct our actions and thinking, so
as to stimulate the other person's self interest. It is an effective Vitamin B in
business as well as in all phases of daily life. It will have a magic effect upon
your personality. The theme song of this particular vitamin is "Of Thee I
Sing."
Methods Department for Cost Reduction
It is axiomatic that the surest and best way of increasing profits is to reduce
costs. Today business competition demands an orderly, scientific approach to
this tremendously important problem of cost reduction. It must be worked on
constantly, and with full appreciation of the value of saving one - fourth cent
here, one -half cent there, a cent per man hour, two cents a unit, a dollar a day,
five dollars a machine, etc.
Let me illustrate the importance of this statement. just three and one -half
miles northwest of Arago, Minnesota, there is a spring which bubbles out of the
ground around some rocks. It goes across a meadow into some woods where
another little stream joins it. It is so small that a baby can step across it and
every time the baby steps across it, he is stepping across the Mississippi River.
That is the beginning and the river keeps on flowing down, picking up a
stream here, a brook there, and a river here and, finally, when it gets ,o New
Orleans, it is two miles wide. Two cents worth of water in Minnesota becomes
a thousand dollars worth of water at New Orleans. And so it is with cost reduction. The cumulative effect of hundreds of little savings here and there,
when constantly pursued, pyramids into thousands of dollars of extra profits
at the end of the year.
208
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T h e mo st effective wa y I ha v e ob se rv ed

of

a p p r o a c h i n g this p r o b l e m

is by
is

esta bl ishi ng a n d co n st a n t l y m a i n t a i n i n g a c o st r e d u c t i o n d e p a r t m e n t o r , as it

so m et i me s ca lled, a m e t h o d s d e p a r t m e n t . H e r e h i g h l y sk i l l e d m e n d e v o t e t h e i r
en t ir e time the year r o u n d to a na lyz ing m e t h o d s a n d pr oc e du re s wi t h th e object i n m i n d of fi n d i n g a s h o r t e r , l e ss e x p e n si v e wa y o f d o i n g t h e j o b o r a wa y
of i m p r o v i n g the pr o d u c t . N e x t to sa les, this d e p a r t m e n t
si b l e fo r m o r e n e t p ro fi t s th a n a n y o t h e r i n t h e o r g a n i za t i o n .

is pro ba b ly respo nA fe w e x a mp l e s o f

the red u c tio ns in cost whi ch su ch a d e p a r t m e n t in a medium -sized bu siness
ca m e u p wi t hi n a p er i o d o f a b ou t two y e a rs wil l b e he l p fu l .
1. Temporary files were used for correspondence of limited value. A -9 0 day"
drawer was used and cleaned out periodically, permanently filing only what
then seemed important.
2. Microfilming records clea red ha lf a n acre of spa ce for produ ctive u se a nd set u p
a more efficient record system.
3. A periodic and systematic "destruction" schedule saved hundreds of dollars of
files and much space.
4. Important savings in time and paper were effected by combining in one form a
supply requisition and a shipping label, both typed in one operation.
5. Studies showed that a form already employed could be used as a combination
shipping ticket and receiving report.
6. Combining the invoice and customer's receipt form saved hours of typists' time.
7. Centralized use of dictating and calculating machines increased production and
reduced overhead.
8. Postage meters, window envelopes, and "bill -in" envelopes, reduced postage, and
saved hours of time.
9. Interior communication systems, not connected with the regular telephone system,
were installed at relatively small cost and with considerable savings of time
and money.
10. An electronic interoffice communication system relieved telephone switchboard
traffic almost twenty per cent.
11. Automatic typewriters, designed to produce typewritten letters complete, reduced
the stenographic force by more than ten per cent. These machines are operated
by an electric mechanism controlled by a stencil or perforated strip of paper
similar to a pla yer piano roll.
12. Many short cuts in the handling of figu res and proving of bala nces were installed
in the accounting and billing department. To mention one, it was found that
the average person can add and multiply faster than he can subtract or divide.
For instance to multiply by 25, add 00 and divide by 4. To multiply by 121/2,
add 00 and divide by 8. Also advocated was the use of factors a s a short cut
in multiplication. For instance, to multiply 439 by 24, first multiply 439 by
6 and the result by 4. To multiply a number by 15, add a cipher and increase
the result by one -half. In division, it was found that it is often quicker to
find the reciprocal of the number and then multiply. When a trial balance
was "off," bookkeepers were instructed to immediately divide the difference
by 9 and see if there had been a transposition of figures —a 63 posted as 36,
a 54 posted as 45. Such differences are, of course, always divisible by 9.
13. Considerable time was saved in the payroll department by using specially prepared forms. The payroll journal, individual employee earnings record, statement of earnings and deductions, and pay checks were all prepared on an
ordinary typewriter in one typing opera tion.
14. Clerical labor was redu ced by a s much as two thirds by recording employee earnOCT OB ER , 19 52
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15.

16.
17.

18.

19.
20.

ings and deductions on compensation records every quarter instead of at the
close of each pay period.
Constantly working on the principle that small wastes grow very rapidly into
large money losses, the company abandoned the use of customers' ledgers.
Instead, duplicate copies of invoices were filed in vertical steel drawers. This
practice is often referred to as "ledgerless bookkeeping."
Analysis disclosed that a simple, quadruplicate form, could provide copies of the
original order, the invoice, delivery receipt, and office copy, from the original
sales order, without rewriting.
Considerable time and labor were saved throughout the plant, by eliminating
the last two digits or the cents from accounting records, wherever possible.
This was particularly helpful in certain cost distributions and in extending
inventory values.
The use of a questionnaire indicating customer preferences saved the company
thousands of dollars in product design, effectiveness and choice in advertising
media used and increased inventory turnover, almost 200 per cent.
In the purchasing department, it was found advantageous to consolidate certain
price information with specification records and sources of supply.
A careful study of the "small order" problem —a veritable nightmare in many
organizations— resulted in unbelievable economies and fewer headaches.

It has been my observation that, in many cases, management seems eager and
willing to reduce labor costs by mechanizing the plant but often reluctant to
effect similar economies in clerical help by mechanizing the office procedures.
More alert and intense competition has forced a "new deal" upon business by
requiring it to adopt more efficient, more improved and modern labor- saving
methods and procedures.

Start the Dosage Now
Accordingly, I heartily recommend the use of the ten Vitamin B's in business
described in this paper. First train personnel, give them an incentive to help
increase profits by reducing costs. In the meantime, do not lose your sense of
humor and, finally, enjoy yourself by better organizing your work. As the
Chinese so aptly said, "It's later than you think."
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Depreciation and the Depreciating Dollar
by FLADGER F. TANNERY
Assistant Comptroller, Humble Oil and Refining Co., Houston, Texas

The present article goes somewhat beyond the important segment,
expressed in its title, of the subject of accounting for income in periods
of inflation and comes to grips with the problem as a whole.
Acknowledging that serious misconstructions can be placed on income
statements prepared on the historical cost basis the author believes that
these should be corrected in other ways than by abondonment of this
basis, which meets with "common understanding." He suggests the
use of such "effective supplementary information" to reflect "economic
income," as may be helpful.

is one which can be stated more specifically
T In the form of a question: "Should
we determine depreciation on the basis
HE SUBJECT OF THIS ARTICLE

of dollars which represent original cost of fixed assets or should we determine
depreciation on the basis of dollars which represent the current replacement
cost of fixed assets ?" This question has been the subject of much controversy.
An example of the precarious cost situation with which a company can be
faced in replacing fixed assets is the case of a certain company which started
business in 1922 with an investment in plant and equipment of approximately
one million dollars. The process of making the company's product has changed
very little during the past years and the company has continued to operate with
the same equipment and with only ordinary repair work. Today this company's
engineers estimate that, within the next year, the equipment will have run the
course of its useful life unless extensive major repairs are made.
The high cost of the major repair work which will be necessary to continue
operation makes the repair work prohibitive. In fact, it would cost much more
to repair the old equipment than to purchase entirely new equipment. Based on
today's prices, it will cost well over two million dollars to replace the equipment which originally cost half that. Had this company followed the practice
of reducing profits over the past years by an additional amount based on current replacement cost over and above the depreciation provided on the basis of
cost, it might have been able to retain earnings sufficient to meet this replacement today.
The History of Depreciation and Its Development
In considering the question of whether we should use original cost or replacement value of an asset in determining depreciation, it might be well first to
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take a brief look into the history of depreciation and its development. The recognition of depreciation as a cost of doing business can be traced bad: to the
latter part of the sixteenth century. It was not until about 1840, however, when
growth of the railroads began on a rapid scale, that depreciation began to take
an important place in financial reporting. But there was no consistencli in the
treatment of depreciation. Some companies charged new equipment to current
expense while others revalued their fixed assets annually in determining; depreciation.
The United States Supreme Court held in 1913 that "in order to determine
whether there has been a gain or a loss, and the amount of the gain, if any,
we must withdraw from the gross proceeds an amount sufficient to restore the
capital value that existed at the commencement of the period under consideration." In the 1913 Federal income tax law, which is the basis of the one in
operation today, a deduction was permitted for both depreciation and depletion.
The method of determining depreciation that has become generally accepted
has been encouraged and enforced by tax regulations, that is, to charge depreciation against income by prorating the original cost of the capital asset over its
estimated useful life. Since the basis of prorating is the original cost of the
asset, a substantial change in the price level causes a question as to the adequacy
or inadequacy of the depreciation charges.
Through the first quarter of the present century, the change in the price level
or in the purchasing power of the dollar was not given much serious consideraation as an influence on depreciation, because the dollar was tied to a gold
reserve and it was a common belief that gold has a relatively stable value. As
long as the dollar was tied to gold of a standard weight and fineness, its
stability was generally assumed. There were, of course, price fluctuations but
such fluctuations were regarded for the most part as temporary, caused by the
business cycle; it was thought that the gold standard would automatically check
and correct this situation. In other words, the gold standard, along with the
effect of free competitive forces, tended to influence the business cycle to rotate
in the form of a circle rather than in the form of a spiral. These factors were
supposed to keep the high and low prices of the business cycle within. certain
bounds or limitations. It was generally accepted that since prices were more
or less hemmed in by these bounds or limitations, the practice of basing depreciation on original cost served reasonably well, in the long run, in helping
business keep its capital intact.
Now, however, we have been off the gold standard for about seventeen years.
During the last twelve to fourteen years, free competitive forces have not been
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permitted to take their normal course because of government price controls and
subsidies. As a result, the prices of all commodities have spiraled steadily
upward. This condition causes income reported in financial statements on a
historical cost basis to become more and more unrealistic from the viewpoint
of economic value. It is in these periods, when economic value and historical
cost are at great variance, that the basic accounting principle of determining
depreciation on cost becomes so vulnerable to attack because depreciation, like
inventory valuation, has such a significant effect on reported net income.
In analyzing the question of income measurement and the use of depreciation
as one of the tools for arriving at the desired measure we should consider —
what is the function of depreciation? Or what is its purpose?
I. It is believed that the majority of accountants contend that the primary purpose of depreciafion is to allocate the
original cost of fixed assets to the respective periods in which those fixed
assets are used in operations and that
depreciation is not a tool to measure the
changes in +he value of the dollar or to
provide for replacement of fixed assets.
2. Some economists and businessmen contend that depreciation is taken in order
to provide a return of the original in-

vestment in fixed assets — "a return of
capital."
3. Still a third group, comprising other
economists and businessmen, as well as
some accountants, contend that depreciation should not only provide a return
of original investment in fixed assets, but
that it should also be of such magnitude
that it will provide for the replacement
of these fixed assets when they become
worn out or obsolete.

Economic vs. Accounting Concept of Income
In order to get at this problem, it might be well to start with the end result
— income. The economic concept of income is that a year's income represents
fundamentally the amount of wealth that a person, real or corporate, can dispose of over the course of the year and remain as well off in terms of puchasing power at the end of the year as at the beginning. Accountants and economists are in general agreement with this basic concept of income, but they
differ on how income should be determined. Let us take an assumed example
and see just how the accountant and the economist differ on how income should
be measured. Let us assume that the economist is measuring income in terms
of Cadillac automobiles whereas the accountant is measuring income in terms
of dollars.
At the beginning of the year, John Doe has $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 cash and, at that time,
the price of a Cadillac is $5,000. The accountant says that John Doe is worth
$10,000. The economist says John Doe is worth the equivalent of two Cadillac,, which converted to dollars, is $10,000, the same amount as stated by the
accountant. During the year John Doe receives $10,000 and, at the end of the
year, he has $20,000 cash. The accountant says that John Doe's income was
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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$10,000. But, during the year, the price of Cadillacs doubled and, at the year
end, a Cadillac was worth $10,000 instead of $5,000. The economist says that
John Doe had no income because he was still worth the equivalent of only
two Cadillacs. Even though John Doe received $10,000 during the year, it
required that amount (in terms of Cadillacs) for him to remain as well off at
the end of the year as he was at the beginning.
There are two basic concepts with which an accountant must deal in determining the dollar value to be assigned to items consumed in operations or held
on hand at the end of a given period. On one hand is the concept of "historical cost" which represents the actual outlay made in exchange for the thing
acquired. For example, if we purchase a machine for $1,000 to be used in
manufacture of our product, then there will be charged, based on historical
cost, $1,000 against our manufacturing costs during the period in which the
machine is used. It makes no difference if the cost of another machine just
like the one owned goes up to $2,000 before we have charged the full $1,000
as a cost.
The other concept is that of determining "economic value" or the value at
which a thing may be replaced in terms of current purchasing power. In our
balance sheet we may be carrying a particular item of equipment at an amount
of $2,000 which, if sold outright, would not bring more than $1,000. But, to
reduce our balance sheet figure to this realizable value, would be unrealistic if
we intended to continue using the machine and if we could not replace it for
less than $2,000.
Consideration of these two concepts brings us face to face with the question,
"How should we measure income ?" Should it be measured in terms of historical cost (the method generally accepted by accountants) or should it be
measured in economic value through the use of price indices, replacement
costs, or by other means?
I am sure that many have read the study results published by the American
Institute of Accountants under the title of "Five Monographs of Business
Income." The conclusions reached in this series of articles, propounded by
some of the country's outstanding accountants and economists, can be summarized as follows:
I. The different methods of measuring income which have been accepted or suggested by economists and accountants
are all consistent with the basic concept
of income, but each method puts a different interpretation on the elementary
make -up of the basic concept.
2. "Because these different interpretations
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are possible, and 6ecaue any concept of
income is justified only by the use to
which it is put, the only criterion
by which a choice may be made among
various methods of measuring income is
the relative effectiveness of the different
methods in serving the purposes for
which income is to be used."
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"But income is in fact used for many
different purposes, so it is only natural
that the measure of income best for one
purpose should not be well suited to
another different purpose."

4. "Since the ultimate criterion governing
the definition of income is the purpose
to be served, choice between the use of
economic values and historical costs
must depend on what purpose is in
view."

What Is Our Purpose in Reporting Income?
To evaluate these conclusions we need to consider our purpose in view:
What purpose do we have in view in
reporting income?
2. Do we want to show the economic value
of current income and compare that
value with the economic value of income
of prior years?
3. Do we want to show what portion of
current earnings should be retained for

the replacement of worn -out fixed
assets?
4. Do we want to reflect current income
on the basis of dollars received and dollars spent? In other words, do we want
to reflect current income on the basis
of historical cost?

If our purpose is to report the economic value of income, then we might
adjust each element of income that is based on historical cost to the comparable
value it would have had at the time the general price index was at 1 0 0 . If
our purpose is to show what portion of current earnings we must retain to
provide for replacement of worn -out fixed assets, then we might reduce income
determined on the basis of historical cost by a provision for depreciation computed on the basis of current replacement cost of fixed assets.
If our purpose is to reflect income on the basis of dollars received and
dollars spent, then historical costs should be used. Since it has always been an
accounting postulate to reflect historical costs in accounts, inflationary periods
place business in the difficult position of reflecting higher net incomes in their
financial statements, when it is entirely possible that the economic value of
these higher net incomes may be less than the incomes reported in prior years.
The weaknesses of accounting on a historical cost basis become apparent in
such times, because the purposes of reporting income take on a different aspect.
It then becomes more important to business management to give effect in the
financial statements to the economic value of income to aid:
I. In explaining to stockholders and the
public why more dividends were not or
cannot be paid.

2. In explaining to labor bargaining agencies why wage demands cannot be met.
3. In encouraging government to provide
tax relief in such inflationary periods.

It is believed that increasing the amount of the depreciation charge in order
to reduce the amount of reported net income would not be a complete and
permanent solution to this problem, because the real problem at hand is that
of reporting the economic value of net income.
O C T O B E R , 1952
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It is true that prorating the original cost of fixed assets over their useful life
and charging a prorated portion annually against income does not assure business that money will be available to replace those assets when they wear out or
become obsolete. Nevertheless, as long as the purchasing power of the dollar
remained relatively stable and assuming that the amount of depreciation by
which income was reduced was set aside in cash or its equivalent, it could be
further assumed that, when the fixed assets finally wore out and had to be replaced, business would be able to replace them. However, during recent years,
the purchasing power of the dollar has been progressively diminishing. If
this circumstance continues, even though cash in the amount of depreciation
provisions based on original cost is actually set aside, it will be impossible to
replace worn -out assets with the cash provided. In other words, it is my opinion
that the problems of providing for depreciation and those of providing for the
replacement of fixed assets are not too closely related.
A Challenge to the Accounting Profession
The accounting profession has come a long way in the last thirty years. If
there is a single word that can be pin - pointed as the fundamental reason for the
increasing recognition of the accounting profession, that word is consistency—
in the application of accounting principles and in sticking to the sound principles which have been established. If use of current replacement cost of fixed
assets as a basis for determining depreciation became generally accepted, we
would be stepping away from consistency, because there is a definite lack of
business -wide objectivity in the use of replacement costs. There is a definite
understanding by all who deal with accounting of what we mean by the term
"original cost." It is a term which is understood throughout industry and its
meaning does not change whether we are in a boom or in a depression.
If we open the door to the use of replacement costs, we have lost that common understanding which establishes consistency. Even with the consistency
which the accounting profession has maintained, there is much evidence of the
failure of the public to understand financial reporting. The findings of a public
opinion survey conducted by the Controllership Foundation are good evidence:
I. Forty -five per cent of the public believe
that reported profits of corporations
are deliberately understated.

2. Forty -nine per cent of the public believe
that it is difficult to understand a typical income statement.

Where will the faith of the public be if we leave historical cost and report the
dollars in the financial statements on any number of bases —each intended to
influence a purpose we might have in view at a particular moment?
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Original Cost Basis Provides Consistency in Accounting Data
Although there may be numerous objections to basing depreciation on original cost, it appears to be the most logical and satisfactory method that has been
developed to date. Because there is a definite lack of objectivity in the use of
replacement costs and for the sake of consistency in providing depreciation
charges during periods of fluctuating prices, the accountant should use original
cost as the basis for arriving at the amount of depreciation to be recorded in
the permanent records.
As previously pointed out, mere accounting entries to build up depreciation
on replacement value would not provide replacement cash. The amount
charged or not charged for depreciation does not of itself make funds available
with which to replace worn -out parts or machinery. Accumulating resources
for the replacement of assets is an administrative problem which exists regardless of whether or not depreciation is taken at all. A higher amount charged
for depreciation does only one thing —it reduces the amount reported as profits
which may, to some less informed, justify the retention of cash in a replacement fund rather than paying it out in the form of dividends. In a period of
declining prices, the practice of determining depreciation on the basis of replacement cost would tend to increase the amounts reported as profits and we
would then probably hear as much argument against the use of replacement
cost as we have recently heard against the use of original cost.
Management has numerous problems in its day -to -day operations that must
be considered from an economic viewpoint. Problems such as:
I. Whether or not to buy materials in
quantity in order to take advantage of
reduced prices and yet avoid overstocking.
2. Whether or not to most wage demands.
3. Whether or not to accept a contract at

the year end, because of its effect on
income taxes.
4. Whether or not to invest or to retain
cash.
S. Whether or not to dispose of invest.
merits.

These problems cannot be met by making adjustments in the accounting
records. They must be considered in light of the historical costs reflected on
the books, which can be used as the starting point for working out all of such
problems. It is believed that the solution to these daily problems of management does not lie in changing the accountant's basic concept of depreciation,
nor in departing from the practice of using historical costs in the permanent
records. We can continue to use historical costs in the permanent records and
also meet our responsibility to management of furnishing sufficient information
to assist it in seeing that business retains its going concern value.
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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How the Accountant Can Assist with Economic Problems
It is my view that the accountant can assist management in meeting, not
only the problem of providing for replacements, but also the problem of reflecting the current economic values of the figures presented in the financial
statements:
I. The accountant can study economic
trends in the light of past and current
economic conditions.
2. He can furnish business management

with information in support of the financial statements of what the indicated
economic value of the net income might
be as compared to that of other years.

(Henry W. Sweeney, in his book Stabilized Accounting, {Harper & Bros.,
19361 has provided good information which the accountant might use in projecting the economic value of income. Many other writers have advocated
similar steps for furnishing management with a picture of the economic value
of income. In general, most of the books and articles on the subject advocate
the use of price indices in converting the book figures to current "economic
values." These methods have merit, and the accountant might well use them
in furnishing valuable statistical information to management.)
The accounting profession is faced with a duty and a challenge, a duty to
present historical cost changes in the financial statements intelligently and
effectively and a challenge to give effect to economic changes. We can fulfill
our duty by continuing to use historical costs and by presenting historical costs
effectively in the financial statements to stockholders and the public. We can
meet the challenge by furnishing sufficient supplementary information to the
financial statements —using any of the several different methods of income
measurement and depending entirely on the purpose for which the income is
to be used. This supplementary information, if dearly presented, will show
management the amount of earnings which must be retained in order to keep
capital intact. It will also explain to stockholders and the public why more
dividends were not or cannot be paid and will explain to employees and labor
bargaining agencies why wage demands cannot be met.
New Departure in Practice Not Needed
In the presentation of this discussion, a comparison has been made of the
accounting concept of historical cost with the concept of economic value. Consideration has been given to the significance of depreciation in income determination. It has been emphasized that the determination of depreciation based
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on original cost can be applied throughout the business cycle and yet be consistent within industries and that depreciation based on original cost establishes
uniformity because of the common understanding of what is meant by the term
"original cost."
It is my opinion that effective supplementary information can be presented
to reflect changes in economic value without departing from the practice of
using historical cost in the permanent records.
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A Job Evaluation Procedure
by ROBERT A. SMITH
Assistant Controller, International Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa.

Accompanied by illustrative material related to positions in industrial
accounting, there are reviewed in this article, in the sequence in which
they are naturally encountered, the procedural components of a job
evaluation plan as it may be developed to the stage of wage administration, i.e., where jobs have been equated with points and are then
placed in relationship with wages. Job content Factors A to H (plus
Factor S) are identified.

a necessity for factory
workers only, and in large companies. Actually, in smaller organizations, it
can be even more important that inequities be eliminated or minimized, because
labor turnover or dissention can sometimes cause more relative harm in a company employing only a few people than in a company employing many.
In the accounting department, with its diversity of occupations, the factual
knowledge of comparative values which a well planned program of job evaluation can provide becomes an effective tool in the hands of the controller or
chief accountant and can aid him substantially in maintaining harmony, efficiency and general good will. In companies where job evaluation has been established for factory workers only, the head of the accounting department may
want to ask for extension of the same system to his department to provide the
benefits of control which factory management enjoys, if the system is adaptable
to office jobs.
OB EVALU ATI ON HAS GE N E RALLY BE E N CONSIDERED

J

Going About Job Evaluation; The Factor Groups
There are several widely used plans of job evaluation, some of which are not
as flexible or complete as others. This article will set forth some highlights of
a plan which has been tested over a broad range of jobs and which has been
proven an acceptable yard -stick for measuring the value of all jobs in many
companies, running from apprentice to president, including office boy, engineer,
controller, sales manager, lathe operator, assembler, electrician, travelling auditor, and just about every other job in existence.
The foundation of job evaluation is the selection of the proper factors —and
just about as important is the weighing of these factors, that is, the determining
of proper relative gradings for each factor. It is important constantly to bear
in mind that job evaluation is a means of determining the value of a job, not
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the individual currently working at the job being considered. The demands of
any job are generally pretty well established. The person currently doing the
job may have qualifications exceeding requirements or, on the other hand, he
may not fully meet the demands of the job. Each factor must be considered on
the basis of what the job, itself, demands for full and proper performance.
The work elements, or factors used, fall into three primary groupings. There
are factors which indicate a requisite for specific knowledge and ability on the
part of the individual who fills the job. There are factors which take into account relative responsibilities which must go with the job. And there are, as a
third grouping, factors which measure the desirability of one job as compared
with another, from the worker's point of view. The weights to be given to these
factors are not the same, since the job requirements indicated are not of equal
importance. Factor values are scored for each grade of each factor. The relative weighing is the result of experience and considerable test checking. One
set of results of this work will be illustrated later.
The "Knowledge and Ability" Factors
The first four factors, A, B, C and D belong in the knowledge and ability
group. A is complexity - judgment and is written up as a job description. It
must highlight the outstanding difficulties and express the general complexity of
the work to be done. Inferentially, it indicates what is required of the employee
in terms of ability to comprehend an assignment, to recognize the application
of fundamental principles to specific problems, and to exercise judgment in
using knowledge acquired through training and experience, in the successful
performance of the job.
Factor B is initiative and is a measure of what the job demands in terms of
ability to proceed alone and unguided in the performance of an assignment, and
to make decisions. In evaluating this factor, both the frequency and immediacy
of the supervision normally received and the impersonal guidance supplied by
standard practice, precedent, or written instructions, are important considerations.
The third element, Factor C, is education and refers to the preliminary or
formal training necessary to prepare an individual for learning a job. It is not
to be interpreted in the narrow sense, as meaning that a designated amount of
formal education is in any case an absolute necessity. Rather, the data should be
written to show what certain specific or general knowledge is necessary and that
such knowledge is probably most commonly acquired as a result of a length of
time spent in a high school, an apprenticeship course, a technical school, a college, etc. Reference to periods of formal schooling is convenient in making
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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JOB EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE*
JOB NA ME

.... ... .... ... ... .... . . ... .... ... .... ... ... .... ... ...

DEPARTMENT
DATE
UNION

... ... ... ..

.... ... ... ... .. ... ... ..
... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ..

(Furnish information relative to the job as it should be performed —not the individual
who is currently doing the job.)
A. COMPLEXITY & JUDGMENT: Describe job as completely as possible, bringing
out particularly any complex phases of the job and stress the degree of judgment
required, and in addition, also check one of the following statements which is
❑ ❑Repetitive work, Closely supervised.
❑ Rou tin e work,
most accurate:
make minor decisions not affecting accuracy or quality. ❑ Standardized work,
within standard practices —make decisions affecting quality, accuracy and utility
Diversified wo rk requiring application of broader aspects of
of results. ❑
established practices. ❑ Wo r k by broad instructions—requires considerable
Broad problems analysis—coordijudgment for the solution of problems.
❑
Major company problems
nation of more than one major department.
❑ Broad policies and long-term proanalysis—❑devise long term policies.
grams—affecting entire company.
Also train for job of .................................... ...............................
B. INITIATIVE: Does proper handling of the job require much or little initia•live1
What degree of supervision required? Make minor decisions? —Major decisions?
Give examples. In addition check one of the following statements which is most
❑
Immediate supervision❑—❑refers all questions to supervisor.
accurate.
Close supervision—❑refers all questions not within standard practices to supervisor. ❑ Refer unusual problems to supervisor —work under standard practices.
❑ General❑direction❑—plan details, make decisions relating to trade or profesIndependent on broad a ssignments except under unusual conditions.
sion.
Independent on major functions —make major decisions except when com❑
Administrative wo rk — executive and
pany -wide programs are involved.
policy making activities.
C . E D U C A TIO N :

What formal education would normally be required to qualify?
❑
Eight years—Grammar School.
Nin e to ten years—Partial Technical
Eleven to thirteen years —Partial Technical High School plus
High School.
❑ Fourteen to fifteen
trades training, —or full high school education.
years —Full Technical High School, plus 3 -4 years apprenticeship, or High School
Sixteen years —College education or 2 years
plus specialized education.
college plus additional industrial training or equivalent through experience.
Seventeen to eighteen years —College education plus graduate work or
❑ Nineteen to twenty years —College education plus
equivalent experience.
four years graduate work.

D. EXPERIENCE: How much actual practical experience in this or similar work —or
background preparatory work, either with us or elsewhere, would normally be required?
Under I month

6 -12 months

4 -7 years

1-3 months

1-2 years

7 -10 years

3.6 months

2 -4 years

10 -15 years

over 15 years

(Continued on next page)
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(Con tin u ed fro m pre ce d in g p a ge )
ERRORS: Check the degree of error applicable to this job as follows:
Readily detected.
Detected within department—bu+ may affect work
Dissemination of inaccuracies —would be detected before they
within unit.
Production delays or losses in terms of expenditures.
became serious.
Serious production delays—unnecessary expenditures — affect labor or cusMajor importance may be mitigated by further action of
tomer relations.
Top executives —little opportunity for immediate correction.
superiors.
Give examples.
CONTACTS: Check the scope of contacts made as one or a percentage of the
With immed iate assoc iates.
Bey ond imme diate associates
following:
Imp rin t with in the de partme nt—supervision—
— occasionally and routine.
or with other departments in performance of duties with no responsibility for
W i t h other departments— requiring judgment and tact.
decision.
Within th e c omp any —departmental coordination — industrial relations or outOutside of the co mpany —with customers —may result in loss of business.
side o f th e co mp an y —of considerable importance — important losses to the comContact a major consideration in
pany in business and good relations.
performance of job.
Give examples.
Usual office jobs.
G. PHYSICAL DEMAND: Check one of the following:
Light shop jobs no heavy liftin g — bench, light machines or Salary type
typ e jobs with considerable moving around (foreman, dispatcher).
General
machine shop operations—floor assembly, shop maintenance.
Heavy machine shop jobs— frequent loading and unloading (heavy) often, laborer's work.
Hea vy la bor — continuous loading and unloading of freight cars (bull gangs).
Exceptional.
Give examples
Office or comparable.
H. WORKING CONDITIONS: Check one of the followingBest shop conditions —slightly dirty or Office jobs of continual strain
Average machine
— draftsman de + ailer— continuous comptomefer operation.
operations—oily and greasy, or Clean and pleasant jobs—but noisy, dusty, or
Especially dirty, oily, noisy or hazardous
subject to fumes part of time.
conditions —eIectricians, etc.
Continuous he at an d fu me s or comparable
Ex— continuous attention to job is possible, or Detector car operators.
ceptional.
Give examples
I to 5 assistants or helpers
SUPERVISION: Check one of the following:
5 to 10 or 12 assistants—work 76% of time
—work with those supervised.
1 0 to 2 5, but sma lle r if o n difficult techn ica l work
with those supervised.
Supervisor of sectio n or other unit
— perform some of work 50% of time.
Supervisor of large department
—25 employees -75% to 100% of time.
Supervisor of func—over 50 employees with I to 3 assistant supervisors.
tional department —several subordinates -75% of whose time is spent on superExecutive assistant.
Administrative
visory or administrative duties.
or executive head —vice president — president.
DESCRIBE BRIEFLY
*Additional space provided on questionnaire for more detailed answers to questions.
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COMPLETED JOB DESCRIPTION & EVALUATION
JOB
JOB

NAME Supervisor,
LEVEL

17

Cost

(exempt)

Accounting

DEPT.

U N I O N ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..

NA M E

DATE .April

Accounting
1952

Grade
A. COMPLEXITY & JUDGMENT: (Job Description).
Responsible for the supervision of all operations concerned with chi
Cost Accounting Section. Devise methods and procedures for accumu
lacing and reporting cost data on a job and part cost basis. Respon
sible for the design and arrangement of statements to properly presen
accumulated data. Initiate and render special analyses regarding ex
cessive manufacturing and operating costs, improper pricing and pro
cedures for cost reduction programs. Make recommendations which an
calculated to result in reduced manufacturing and operating costs. Ar
range, apply and administer proper controls for the taking of annua
and interim stores inventory. Supervise the preparation and renderinc
of detailed reports concerned with departmental expense and summanz,
in statement form for presentation to the Comptroller. Prepare quota
Lion estimates of pertinent costs for use by the Manufacturing anc
Sales Departments in the determination of sales price structure. Rende
a variety of special cost estimates in connection with shop equipmen
or other plant facilities. Report activities to and confer with the As
sistant Comptroller and Comptroller on major problems and be guide(
by principles outlined.
Also train for position of Assistant Controller
5

Points

80

B. INITIATIVE, required to perform job: Work on broad assignments. Devise own procedures, methods and controls calculated to
obtain required results. Responsible for devolopment and presentation
of data used by Company which will influence important decisions.
5

80

C. EDUCATION, formal: Knowledge of Cost Accounting, pricing
methods and general Accounting procedures. Equivalent to a full college education specializing in cost and inventory controls.

5

80

D. EXPERIENCE, not inc lu ding fo rmal education:
4 to 7 years

7

100

E. ERRORS, effect on company: May enter undetected into Cost
Analyses and other financial reports used by Management and cause
incorrect decisions.

5

60

F. CONTACTS: With all Department Heads, Supervisors and Foremen.
Occasional contacts with Railroad Insurance Company Auditors with
respect to claims for damage.

5

50

S. SUPERVISION: Of 10 to 12 employees. Supervisory duties occupying
more than 50% of time.

3

20

G. PHYSICAL DEMAND:
Usual Office Job.

I

5

H. WORKING CONDITIONS:
Usual Office Conditions.

1

5

PREVIOUS JOB NAMES

APPROVALS

CHECKED

TOTAL POINTS 480

Chief Cost Accountant

DEPT.
HEAD

WAGE AND SALARY
COMMITTEE
EXHIBIT 2
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comparisons between jobs, but the term "or its equivalent" or some similar
expression should always form a part of the educational specification when
such reference is made.
Experience is identified as Factor D and does not necessarily mean just the
length of time which must be spent on the specific job in order to become proficient. In some instances, such may be the case but, more commonly, the experience specified will refer to the time spent on the work under consideration,
on similar work in which the same principles come into play or on related work
which tends to build up a store of knowledge or mental and manual dexterity
essential to the proper performance of the job. The experience requirements of
the job in terms of months or years is an attempt to specify the length of time
VALUE OF JOB EVALUATION FACTORS

A
COMGRADE PLEXITY

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

15
30
45
60
80*
100
125
150

a

C

D

INITIATIVE

EDUCATION

EXPERTENCE

10
20
40
60
80*
100
125

15
30
45
60
80*
100
125

FACTORS
E

F

ERRORS

CONTACTS

5
10
20
40
60*
80
100

5
10
20
30
50*
70
100

10
20
30
40
55
75
100*
125
150
180

G
H
WORKPHYS. ING
SUPERDE- CONDI.
VISION MAND TIONS

s

5
10
20*
40
60
80
100
125

5*
10
15
20
30
40

5*
10
15
20
30
40

*Correspond fo evalu +ions shown in Exhibit 2.
EXHIBIT 3

which would normally be required to enable an individual to fill the job competently, assuming that such individual possessed, to start with, the educational
background specified in the "C" factor.
The "Responsibility" Factors
What we may call the responsibility group of factors are three in number,
but one is applied only to a limited class of jobs. Factor S, supervision, is the
only factor not in alphabetical sequence. It refers to the responsibility for supervising others. Scoring in this factor depends upon the number of people normally supervised and the extent of the supervisory responsibility. When no
supervision is involved, this factor is not used and receives no scoring.
OC TO B ER , 1 95 2
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Factor E relates to errors. It is the name given to the factor which expresses
the extent or degree of responsibility for losses to the company which may result from poor performance. Such losses will vary in type as well as degree, according to the kind of job evaluated. For example, simple clerical errors would
normally result only in slight loss of time to make corrections. Errors by a
machine operator in the shop could cause material spoilage and scrap or might
cause damage to the machine itself. Major engineering or design errors could,
in some cases, result in very serious losses in time, effort and materials which
might be expended in manufacture or faulty or impractical products. Analysis
of this factor should be confined to consideration of reasonable, normal, errors
and losses and should not deal with extreme possibilities.
Factor F concerns contacts and is the factor relating to the responsibility for
effective handling of any personal contacts which are essential for full and adequate performance of the job. The majority of employees need have contacts
only with immediate supervisors and with associates and these contacts are
generally casual or routine. Ability in dealing with others is definitely of greater
importance in any supervisory job. At the upper end of the scale are jobs carrying heavy responsibilities in fields such as sales, public relations and industrial
relations.
"Physical Conditions" Factors
The two remaining factors are concerned with physical aspects of a jot). The
meaning of Factor G, physical demand, is obvious, although analysis and evaluation may be at fault unless a sufficiently broad view of the work is considered.
For example, occasional handling of heavy castings, as on some long -cycle machine operation, may warrant a relatively low grading, while continuous handling of comparatively light materials and tools on a paced assembly line may
be more tiring, and be scored in a higher grade.
Factor H, working conditions, takes into account any disagreeable features of
a job. Some of the more common conditions to be found are: oil and grease, excessive noise, heat and fumes, cramped and confined working positions. The
lowest grading in this factor is for ordinary office conditions. At the other extreme are those rare jobs which require relief shifts every hour or two, due, for
example, to intense heat.
When Positions Have Been Scored: Determining "Job Level'
Once the jobs to be evaluated have been scored in terms of each factor individually, a total point score for each job is obtained. The next step is to express
this value as a job level. This technique has been adopted because the direct
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use of point scores tends to cumbersome in operation, as well as unwieldy
for purpose of an over -all review of a large number of jobs. An attempt to
chart and review even twenty jobs, using the actual points scored instead of job
levels, would, in effect, be to attempt to check relative values of a number of
jobs at twenty different levels instead of six or eight. The ability of most
minds to draw such fine distinctions may be doubted. When we expand our
evaluations beyond the few supervisory jobs in the office and consider the full
range of jobs in the company, we may expect to go as high as eighteen or twenty
job levels. Should we use straight point values then, the critical faculties would
be confronted with a possible range of ninety to one hundred lines of distinction.
Basic Documents: Questionnaire, Description
Ordinarily, in developing a plan of job evaluation, the evaluation engineer
devotes a great deal of time to asking questions of department heads, superJOB LEVEL S AN D POI N T VAL U ES
POINT RANGE
Under 100

100 -120
125 -145
150 -170
175 -195
200 -220
225 -245
250 -270
275 -295
300 -320
325 -345
350 -370
375 -395
400 --420
425 --445
450 -470
475 - 495*

JOB LEVEL

POINT RANGE

500
525
550
575
600
625
650
675
700
725
750
775
800
825
850
875
900

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17*

-520
-545
-570
-595
-620
-645
-670
-695
-720
-745
-770
-795
-820
-845
-870
-895
-920

JOB LEVEL

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

* E va l u a t i o n sho w n in Exhibit 2 falls in this range.

EXHI BI T 4

visors, foremen and others in order to obtain information necessary to establish
the value of each factor as it relates to a specific job. The plan here discussed
eliminates much of this duplication of effort and needless use of expensive engineering time, by accumulating this necessary information through a questionnaire which can be completed by directors or supervisors who know the job and
at a time that suits their convenience.
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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The Job Evaluation Questionnaire ( E x h i b i t 1 ) is used to assemble information regarding a job and pertains to each of the nine factors. The information
collected is carefully reviewed, and when considered complete, will furnish the
detail to prepare a tentative Job Description and Evaluation form. Exhibit 2,
which is illustrative, shows this document in its typewritten final form.
The tentative job description and evaluation is graded by applying factor
values as in the factor chart shown as Exhibit 3. The points for all factors are
totaled and a preliminary job level is established by referring to job level table,
Exhibit 4. When preliminary or tentative job levels have been determined for
all jobs in a department or major section they are listed on a Departmental
Check Sheet, Exhibit 5.
The job at the highest level is listed first and the point value of each factor
is shown in the proper column. All other jobs are listed in order of diminishing value. All jobs within the department are then reviewed with the department head and others who may be concerned. Any discrepancies are revealed
and necessary corrections made. The same procedure is followed for other departments. Comparisons are then made on a company -wide basis and any discrepancies eliminated, after which formal job description and evaluation forms
are prepared in sufficient copies to provide one for each person charged with the
responsibility of maintaining either a departmental or company -wide wage and
salary administration binder.

DEPARTMENTAL CHECK SHEET*
DEPARTMENT

Accounting

PAGE N O .
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

S

H
V

Z

X

JOB NAME

°
Assistant Controller
100
*�*Supervisor�—Cost�Accounting 80
Calculating Machine Operator 45

;

Z
O

Q

Q

h

7

?

W

100
80
20

100
80
45

w

0z

-

F
W

0

z

W W Z
125
100
55

80
60
20

70
50
5

J

O Z
>

Lu
Lu
60
20
—

) 2 2

z
0 0
Y

o

� ��
� zo

do 3°
5
5
5

5
5
10

N
/

z
O

w

J

J

H

m

0

0

645
480
205

23
17

w

6

* In actual use, this sheet would list all positions in the department.
** This is position illustrated in Exhibit 2.
EXH IBIT 5
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Job Level Rate Determinations; Adjusting Salaries
After proper job levels have been established, a curve should be plotted to
establish the minimum rate for each job level. This is usually accomplished by
determining the starting rate for the lowest level job and for the highest level
job. One or more anchor points are set between the two extremes and a curve
drawn. There should be a greater differential at the higher levels. A similar
curve should be developed to establish the maximum rate for each job level.
The spread between minimum and maximum is to allow for merit increases and
ordinarily no worker should be paid a rate higher than the maximum for his
job level, nor lower than the minimum.
When rate ranges are first established, it sometimes develops that a few employees are receiving rates in excess of the maximum for their level and some
are receiving less than the minimum. Usually the excessive rates are not altered,
but no further increases are allowed. Rates of employees which are below the
minimum are adjusted if the individuals are fully qualified. Those who are
not fully qualified are designated, "trainee," and paid not less than the minimum
for two levels lower than the job they are working at. As rapidly as the increased capabilities of a "trainee" become apparent, his rate should be adjusted until he is considered fully qualified and is receiving at least the minimum
for his proper job level.
Giving Status to Job Evaluation
The full value of job evaluation can be realized only if administration is in
the hands of a competent executive who should be assisted by a wage and salary
committee responsible for approving every job evaluation and every rate change.
Frequently the personnel director serves as wage and salary administrator and
the committee is a flexible one consisting of two, or possibly, three other members. One member may serve only where office jobs are being considered, another only with regard to factory jobs, and another only with respect to engineering jobs. In some situations, it may be desirable to have a union representative
as one member of the committee.
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How to Devise an Employee Suggestion Plan
by CHARLES G. WHITE
Accounting and Industrial Engineering Staff, John Deere Waterloo (Iowa) Tractor WorAs

This examination of the process of getting employee ideas into the
stream of management's thinking (and employees, themselves, into the
habit of management thinking) covers procedure from suggestion suhmission to suggestion evaluation, and in its particulars, suggests that
the routine should be both formal and informative if the suggestion
plan is to have the standing which will render it productive.

must at all times consider that each
To recognize employees as individuals rather
than as a group promotes initiative and efficiency, for they will soon apply their
own talents in performing a given task with their individual touch and take
great pride in the efficiency with which their own roles, regardless of importance
is executed. The employee suggestion plan is an organized means for granting
recognition when due, and for encouraging workers to think constructively
about their jobs. It provides workers with an outlet for such thinking and assures management's prompt and careful consideration of each idea submitted.
A common weakness in most organizations is the fact that only irregularities
and mistakes are brought to light. The commendable deeds are in far too many
cases overlooked and are seldom acknowledged. We are only too familiar with
the old story. A faithful employee who has carried out his assignment efficiently for a number of years, with never a word of praise, becomes involved
in a difficulty which is promptly followed by an investigation. Although this
employee may not be severely reprimanded and although the investigation may
be conducted purely with the view of getting all the facts in order to guard
everybody against a recurrence, it is certain that the employee would feel deeply
the attention prompted by his mistake.
Regardless of how lenient management might be in such a case, there is a
strong possibility that the employee would suddenly come to feel that the only
time management is sufficiently interested in his work and progress is when he
is on trial for wrongdoing, and that the good deeds are overlooked or credited
to someone else. Each employee is an important cog in the wheel of progress
in any organization. Management has employed him to perform a certain task
for the sole purpose of contributing to the welfare of the organization as a
unit. This contribution must be regularly stimulated.
N Y PE R SO N N E L RE LAT I ON S PROGRAM

A employee is an individual.
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While the suggestion plan has proved a means for providing workers with
an outlet for their constructive thinking, participating in the management of
their company, it has also been found frequently that the suggestion plan provides workers with a means for "blowing off steam." As one suggestion plan
administrator recently put it, "The suggestion plan can become an agency to
which workers may bring their complaints and criticisms and be assured of
having them brought before those concerned for hearing, without jeopardizing
the employees' status." The suggestion plan should not, as such, be intended as
a vehicle for so- called "gripes." It frequently happens, however, that employees,
in letting off steam, come up with constructive ideas.

Essentials of a Successful Employee Suggestion Plan
Planning in advance just how the program is to operate and then providing
the necessary tools for its operation are the basic essentials of the entire suggestion system project. Details which, on the surface, may seem unimportant
must be given careful thought. There are such factors as supervisory and management resistance to the suggestion system. History reveals that many obstacles have been placed in the way of progress through such resistance and
resentment. Consequently, it is always well to bear in mind that it is human
nature to resent criticism and to resist a new idea, but that resistance can be
overcome.
There is an old saying that nothing succeeds like success. It might be paraphrased to say that nothing fails like failure. If a suggestion plan is not begun
properly and executed efficiently, it can cause more harm than a successful plan
can bring good. Yet there is no great secret to the successful operation of an
employee suggestion plan. It merely requires careful planning in advance, with
emphasis on five major points:
I. Complete cooperation on the part of
top management. This means that each
member of top management, including
the president of the organization, must
be thoroughly sold on the program and
must have a sincere desire to put at the
disposal of the employees a mechanism
insuring them attention for their ideas
and some form of adequate reward for
such usable ideas and suggestions as
react to the benefit of the company.
2. Complete cooperation on the part of all
supervisors. Those men and women who
are in active charge of the various departments must be given the complete
OCTOBER,
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story of the plan before it is put Into
operation. They must be given the
reasons why it will help them in dealing
with their employees and be shown how
the plan's acceptance by the people
who work for them will aid them in their
own work.
3. Facilities to put the plan into operation
and to maintain it efficiently. A good
suggestion plan cannot be administered
out of a vast pocket, or as an adjunct
to a half -dozen other duties or without
the essential tools of operation.
4. The know -how in operation. Nothing can
be more important in this activity than
231

knowledge of all of its ramifications.
Many a suggestion plan, conceived in
all sincerity and executed in all enthusiasm, fails because no one determines
and masters the hundred and one details
which make up the successful whole in
employee suggestion administration.
5. The appointment of a suggestion plan
administrator who thoroughly understands
the philosophy of suggestion systems,
who has the courage of his convictions
and the confidence of management. Responsibility for the execution of the pro-

gram should be placed in a top executive as the man to whom the administrator reports, not in the second or third
assistant to the labor- relations or personnel man. To place his responsibility
at a lower level clearly indicates to the
worker the lesser importance given it by
management and the plan is immediately
doomed to failure. With the responsibility vested in a top executive, the suggestion -plan administrator can directly
represent too management in all of his
contacts with employees and supervisors.

Putting the Suggestion Plan In Manual Form
Of extreme importance is the establishment of a clearcut suggestion plan policy and procedure prior to the inauguration of the program. Quite often companies set up two policy and procedure manuals to cover the operation of their
plan, one manual outlining operational policy and procedure in detail for management and another manual or employee's handbook explaining the program
for all. It will be well if the manual of procedure covers company policy in the
following form:
I. A statement from the president or the
top executive expressing support of the
program.
2. Purpose.
3. Organization.
4. Eligibility.

5. Basis for suggestion awards.
6. Routine for handling, acknowledging,
and investigating suggestions.
7. Suggestion office procedure and records.
8. Suggestion committee procedure and
policy.

Successful employee handbooks generally contain a statement from the president or the top executive expressing support of the program and an explanation
as to its purpose and objectives as well as helpful hints to assist the employee
in the preparation of suggestions. Awards, eligibility, and other data acquainting the employee with the purpose and operation of the plan and the steps
necessary in submitting a suggestion are also included. These handbooks are
generally distributed to all employees at the time the program is announced.
Thereafter, a copy is given to each employee at time of employment.
It is important that the handbooks be presented in an attractive and readable
format and style. For example, General Motors has an interesting and attractively colored handbook which is issued to each employee and in which the
employee suggestion plan is pictorially illustrated. There follows a quotation
of Page 16 of this handbook:
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THOUGHT STARTERS
"In discussing the Suggestion Plan with your employees, you can encourage them to
apply these questions to their own jobs —
I. Can some other machine be used to do
a better or faster job?
2. Can the fixture now in use be improved?
3. Can slides, conveyors or stock handling
be added or changed in position or sequence to improve the operation?
4. Can a special tool be used to combine
the operation?
5. Can the quality of the part be im-

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

proved by changing the sequence of
the operation?
Can a cheaper material be substituted
satisfactorily for that now in use?
Can the material used be cut or
trimmed differently for greater economy or efficiency?
Can the operation be made safer?
Can forms be eliminated?
Can established procedures be simplified ?"

The Suggestion Committee
The suggestion committee should consist of executives representing all departments, with the head of the plant or of the office staff as chairman. Frequency of meetings can be determined by the volume of ideas submitted, but
intervals between sessions should never be too long. Attendance at these meetings should be considered a part of the executives' responsibility to management
and to employees. Committee members must have a sincere and active interest
in the plan. All ideas submitted warrant careful and prompt consideration. The
committee's responsibilities in this connection may be classified as:
I. Review of all suggestions from data developed in prior investigation by the
suggestion office.
2. Determination of awards for adopted
suggestions,

3. Rejection of those suggestions which
cannot be used profitably.
4. Recommendation of further investigation whenever the idea warrants further
study and consideration.

Employee participation in suggestion committee meetings is becoming wide
practice in many successful suggestion programs. Many committees follow the
practice of selecting the high -award winner or winners from one month to serve
automatically on the committee the following month. The principal value of
this practice lies in the opportunity it affords the employee to observe and later
explain to his fellow workers the consideration which suggestions receive. It
helps to develop employee confidence in the plan through its proof to them of
the fair, impartial manner in which suggestions are considered. Its value to the
committee lies in obtaining expression of employee attitude toward the program
and in developing the employee point of view in regard to individual suggestions which may not have been brought to light by the regular investigation.
OCT OB ER , 19 52
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Getting Out the Suggestion "Vote ": Handy Blanks and Boxes
Essential forms needed are:
I. Suggestion blank —Used by employees
in submitting suggestions. This may be
in two or more colors or just plain, but
may have the bottom portion perforated
for use with a follow -up card.
2. A follow -up card—The identification
part of the suggestion blank may be
stapled to the top portion of this card
and the record of the suggestion is
started. Cards are filed alphabetically
by employee name. The card is used for
recording the process of investigation
of the idea, with final posting after the
committee has acted on the suggestion.
In some cases, these cards are tabbed
both during and after completion of the

investigation. Tabs indicate Awarded
suggestions, deferred suggestions, in
eligible suggestions, etc.
3. Suggestion investigation form—Used
by appointed investigators to look into
the suggestion.
4. Simple suggestion acknowledgment
form—Used to inform the employee
that his suggestion has been received
and to thank him for submitting the suggestion.
5. Special letterheads may be furnished
the suggestion department for routine
correspondence.

Attractive and practical suggestion boxes must be prepared and locations
selected for the boxes, usually on the basis of one to every one hundred employees. Ofter these boxes are located in fairly inconspicuous places, since
some employees do not like to have anyone else see them removing blanks from
the box, particularly in the early stages of the program. The design of these
boxes may be such as to have a container for suggestion blanks as well as addressed envelopes for the use of employees in mailing the suggestions to the
committee. A locked compartment is sometimes used in which the employee
may deposit his suggestion. Design of boxes should permit affixing suggestion
posters. If locked containers are provided, the suggestions can be collected by
the suggestion plan office at regular, frequent intervals.
Routine for Handling Suggestions
Suggestion office as well as suggestion committee routine requires careful advance planning. Here are some of the more important points which should be
observed:
1. Time - stamping of suggestions when they come into the office. If two or
more suggestions are received dealing with the same problem and offering the
same solution, the one which is received first is the one for which an award
should be made.
2. An adequate filing system. Speed and accuracy are paramount in the operation of a suggestion plan. To attain speed and accuracy you need a place for
everything and everything in its place.
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3. An accurate suggestion indexing system. Suggestions must be easily accessible for ready reference. Subject indexing is popular because such indexing
makes it easy to check newly- received suggestions against the index to ascertain
whether or not the same idea has been acted upon previously. There is no more
certain method of avoiding the payment of duplicate awards.
4. Acknowledgment of suggestions. As soon as a suggestion is received, the
suggester should be notified that his idea is under investigation and that he will
be advised whether it is adoptable or not. Obviously, in an active plan, individual letters take up too much time. A form should be prepared for this
purpose.
5. Suggestion investigations. Procedure can be set up to route the suggestion
for comment to department heads concerned, or personal investigations can be
made. With either method, the file should be kept active until everyone involved
has had an opportunity to study the idea and run any necessary tests, so that no
angle of the suggestion will be overlooked.
6. Suggestion action. It is desirable to hold the suggestion file under investigation until all departments concerned have taken action on an acceptable
idea. The suggestion file should contain supporting data on this action, showing
full benefits derived from the idea, such as monetary savings, man -hour savings,
improved service to customers, etc.
7. Employee contact. Thorough investigation of an idea often takes considerable time. The suggester may begin to wonder what has happened to his
idea. In such cases, an excellent opportunity for personal contact presents itself
to the suggestion plan office. Such personal contact with the employee by someone representing management is invaluable to any employee - relations program.
8. Closing the file. When the investigation is complete, the suggestion
should be summarized and the results of the investigation outlined on a sheet
for the ready reference of the suggestion committee. However, the file, when
presented to the suggestion committee, should include all papers containing
pertinent information on the suggestion.
9. Docket system. Although department heads are busy, they should attend all suggestion meetings. Therefore, the meetings must be short and
"snappy." Often a dinner meeting held in the evening is the best procedure.
It gives the committee members a feeling of ease, since they know they will not
be interrupted by department matters. To expedite the business of the meeting,
it is desirable to give each member, one week in advance of the session, a mimeographed report on all suggestions at hand, with suggestion numbers, a brief
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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summary, and comment. At the same time, the date and place of the meeting is
announced. It is then the responsibility of each member of the committee to
study the report and be prepared to act upon every suggestion at the meeting.
The following is a representative suggestion, with comments appearing on a
page taken from such a report:
B- 5763 - 10/15/51 Recommends emergency exit signs over tool room doors
leading to emergency exit stairways.
COMMENT:

This suggestion prompted a general plant survey which resulted in emergency exit signs in a number of other needed
locations throughout the plant. As a result, Shop Order No.
XC -4869 dated 12/12/51 has been issued and approved, and
necessary signs will be installed as soon as purchased.

10. Awards. Fairness and generosity of awards are important to the success of the suggestion plan. The general practice in industry appears to be the
payment of a minimum award of five dollars for any suggestion resulting in
action, however minor the action might be. In the case of ideas involving tangible savings, the practice has been to pay the suggesters ten per cent of the
first year's gross savings.
11. Announcing results. After the committee has acted upon suggestions
presented at a meeting, the suggestion office should make immediate announcements to the employees of the results. Such announcements can usually be made
through bulletin boards which list the award winners. These bulletin boards
also list the identification numbers of suggestions which have been declined, of
those which are still under investigation, and of those concerning which the
committee needs contact with the suggester.
12. Publicity. One phase of getting a suggestion plan to "click," which
should never be overlooked, is the matter of adequate publicity. Award winners and award presentations should be given as wide - spread recognition as possible, even to the extent of using local newspapers where feasible, and in the
house organ, if one exists. The presentation of an award should be made more
impressive than just the handing out of a check. An award check should be
considered a badge of honor and, if it is properly presented to the winner,
favorable publicity will be obtained to sell the suggestion plan to the employees.
Taking occasion to present the award before groups of other employees generally has the highly desirable effect, of not only acknowledging credit where
credit is due, but of stimulating other employees who have never submitted a
suggestion.
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"Selling" the Suggestion Plan to Employees
A good suggestion sales program within the organization will tend to help
create employee interest and enthusiasm in the plan. Such a sales program, of
course, is only one of the many requirements of a good suggestion plan, but
it is one of the important ones. It is said that advertising has proved to be the
backbone of American industry. To enlist employee and management interest
in the suggestion plan means selling the program at every opportunity — through
bulletin boards, posters, company magazines, and award - presentation ceremonies
—and publicizing the plan through various novel promotional means.
Better Human Relations —And Other Benefits
The suggestion plan is not an end in itself. It is, however, a valuable means
to an end, if properly applied. That end is the part it can play in rendering
valuable assistance to any industrial and human relations program. It can render
such assistance because it provides a systematic means of:
I. Giving credit when due —that old pat
on the back.
2. Rewarding employees for voluntary contributions to the business, i.e., for performance over and above the call of
duty.

3. Educating employees in the problems of
menegement— developing the executive
type of thinking among workers.
4. Affording a two -way channel of communication between workers and management.

Aside from its benefits to human relations, the application of the suggestion
plan will bring with it many other benefits. It will help to bring new ideas,
many of them. And new ideas contribute to progress, to a better way of life.
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Seasonal Financing Through Field Warehousing
by VINCENT L. AMATO
Accountant and Assistant Office Manager, Mid- Hudson Oil Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

How an oil company uses the warehouse receipt method of borrowing
funds for seasonal capital requirements and secures these loans by
"in bond" storage of its own oil on its own premises is narrated in
the present article. Indicating industries to which the method is most
frequently applied, the author also states that "virtually any commodity can be field - warehoused."

r

MELD WAREHOUSING is the storage of goods on the owners premises, under
,an arrangement through which suitable space is leased at nominal rental to a
field warehousing company, under the supervision of a bonded warehouse
custodian. The custodian and his assistant are generally selected from the
storei s own employees. This was true in our case company. My assistant and
I are responsible for receiving, storing and releasing of fuel oil and gasoline
products, holding the non - negotiable warehouse receipts, keeping the records of
inventory, notes and collateral, and care of keys to all locks, following at all
times the instructions and requirements as set down in advance between the oil
company, the warehouse corporation and the lending agency. My assistant and
I are on the payroll of the warehouse corporation and are responsible to them.
The oil company uses the warehouse receipt method of borrowing working
capital from banks primarily because the company has a large peak capital
requirement for part of the year. Funds are available immediately as needed,
enabling the discounting of bills. The method is flexible. It strengthens the
company's relations in other banking business, it allows taking advantage of
favorable purchasing opportunities, and it overcomes a problem which confronts
many fuel oil distributors in this section of our state, namely, that bulk storage
tanks must be filled to capacity in early December in case the river freezes and
prevents oil barges from bringing in additional shipments. This financing
method has been used by our company for several years, and has been an important factor in the rapid growth of our business.
Receipt of Oil and Extension of Credit
The procedures used can be simply described. After top management has
completed arrangements with the warehousing company and the bank, we are
ready to operate. When an oil shipment is received, a Non - negotiable Warehouse Receipt is made out in quadruplicate as shown in Exhibit 1. The original
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ORIGINAL NON-NEGOTIABLE WAREHOUSE RECEIPT NO.
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EXHIBIT 1

with two Approved Price Lists attached, (Exhibit 2), goes to the bank with
whom the oil company has made arrangements to borrow money on its inventory. The first carbon copy, without a price sheet, goes to the warehousing
company. The second carbon copy is for the warehouse custodian, and the third
goes to the borrower's files. The bank will keep the original warehouse receipt
and will endorse a copy of the price list for the warehousing company.
When an invoice for a barge shipment of oil or gasoline falls due for payment, the oil company goes to one of its banks and borrows enough money to
pay the invoice, using the non - negotiable warehouse receipts as collateral for
the loan. As an illustration of how much might be borrowed, a few hypothetical
figures may help.
The shipment received may be supposed to be 500,000 gallons of No. Two
fuel oil and the unit cost is ten cents per gallon, making the total of the invoice,
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EXHIBIT 2

with shipping charges, $50,000. However, the oil company will not be able
to borrow the entire $50,000. The extra collateral (excess of inventory over
borrowings) which must be put up differs with different banks. Some require
only ten per cent of the loans as extra collateral, others as high as fifteen per
cent. Using both ten per cent and fifteen per cent we see below how much can
be borrowed in each case. The value of collateral beyond that which the bank
requires shows as a final result when round sums of money are borrowed and
repaid. The computation follows:
BANK A

BANK B

Present warehouse loans
Plus: Am ount of loan today

000.00
$45,000.00

000.00
$43,000.00

New t otal amount of loans

45,000.00

43,000.00

Amount of collateral on deposit
Excess of collateral over loans
Amount of excess collateral required 6y each bank:
Bank A excess over amount of loan: 10%

50,000.00
5,000.00

50,000.00
7,000.00

Bank B excess over amount of loan: 15%
Leaving extra excess collateral of

4,500.00

500.00

6,450.00
540.00

As the shipments of oil are received and "warehoused," the amount of the
loans rises until the tanks are filled to capacity. At this point, the loan or loans
(our oil company uses several banks) may reach as high as several hundred
thousand dollars, as our plant has storage capacity of over eight million gallons.
Although the warehousing company is responsible for custody of product
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in the tanks, the oil company owns the products and therefore carries the cost
of fire and other types of insurance, and the warehousing company and the
banks are also named on the insurance policies as their interests may appear.
Sale of Oil and Repayment of Loans
As product is to be withdrawn from the tanks for sale —and this is an important advantage of field warehousing —the company does not pay off all the
loan at once. An estimate is made as to how much oil will be needed in the
coming weeks, two weeks or even in the next month, and we pay back just that
portion of the loan required to release the needed amount of oil. As an example,
it might be found that 200,000 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil will be needed for
deliveries over the next week. A release (Exhibit 3) is made out.
It will be remembered that, when the oil company borrowed the funds to pay
for a barge shipment, it put up excess oil as collateral beyond the actual amount
of loan. Conversely, when it is making payments against the loans, it obtains
releases for oil valued at more than the amount being repaid each time. The
following is an illustration of repayment of a portion of the loan for a release
of 200,000 gallons of fuel oil:
BANK A

BANK B

$45,000.00
18,000.00

$43,000.00
17,000.00

New Total of loans

27,000.00

26,000.00

Collateral now on deposit
Less: Amount released today

50,000.00
20,000.00

50,000.00
20,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

3,000.00

4,000.00

Present warehouse loans
Less: Payment today

&xcess of collateral over loans
Amount of excess collateral required by each bank:
Bank A excess over amount of loan: 10%
Bank B excess over amount of loan: 15%
Leaving extra excess collateral

2,700.00
3,900.00
300.00

100.00

A Minimum of Record- Keeping
Under the warehouse receipt financing plan, in spite of the hundreds of
thousands of dollars and millions of gallons of oil involved, there is a relatively
small amount of paper work necessary on the part of the oil company, the bank,
or the warehousing company. A non - negotiable warehouse receipt for the oil
received is issued to enable the company to borrow the money to pay for the oil.
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EXHIBIT 3
A relea se i s m a d e o u t w h e n oil is re qu ir ed fo r sa l e . A s c h e d u l e o f l o a n s a n d

collateral is recorded with every change. A stock card (Exhibit 4) on each type
of product is kept by the warehouse custodian. The stock card has two purposes.
It not only shows the total inventory of each product at all times, but after
entering the physical inventory as taken by gauging the tanks with a tape, the
custodian can readily determine whether the oil company should release more
product in order to allow for sales anticipated over the next week or two.
Even though it has a custodian and an assistant on the premises at all times,
the field warehousing company sends its traveling auditors around at irregular
intervals to carefully gauge the tanks and check non - negotiable warehouse
receipts and stock records, for their own protection as well as that of the banks.
Cost to the Com p any
The cost of field warehousing is in two parts. First, there are two types of
warehouse fees. One is the fee for setting up the system, bonding the custodian
and his assistant, inspection and auditing of the tanks and records. This is a
flat fee which may run anywhere between two- hundred dollars and five - hundred
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dollars a year. The other fee is the warehousing charge on the highest total
of the loans outstanding at any date during each month. It may vary from 1/20
of one per cent to 3/20 of one per cent per month, depending on the range of
the loans. Second there is the usual interest on the money borrowed from the
banks, which may be from four per cent to five per cent on the daily outstanding
total loans. The interest rate may vary, depending on the going money rate and
the financial standing of the borrower. The total cost for the entire borrowing
operation under field warehouse financing, including bank interest, may range
fr o m $ .0 0 1 to $ .0 0 2 p e r g a l l o n .

A Sim ple Device W idely Applicable
Although field warehousing has worked very successfully with oil products,
it is rapidly becoming a standard form of financing in other lines of business
CONTROL
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EXHIBIT 4

also. Because of the flexibility of the system, virtually any commodiry can be
field warehoused. However, the types of commodities most commonly field
warehoused are canned food products, groceries, lumber and building supplies,
coal and coke, fuel oil and gasoline, liquor and beer, textiles and clothing,
metals, household appliances, chemicals and drugs, and industrial machinery and
equipment. There are at least three large warehousing companies having offices
in all the major cities throughout the country.
Through field warehousing, our banking relations are strengthened, the oil
company does a better job in serving its customers, and permanent internal
capital requirements are kept at a reasonable level. Basically, it is a simple
operation through which the oil company supplies the inventory and the storage
space, the field warehousing company the legally required security for the goods,
the necessary paper work, inspection and auditing services, and the banks provide
the funds for the loans.
O C T O B E R , 1952
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WHAT IF IT'S DUAL COSTING?
TH E DIRECT COST concept is new only in
its use in preparation of periodic profit and
loss statements.
For the past twelve years, the 40,000 individual product cost sheets prepared for
the specialty steel company with which I
am now associated have segregated manufacturing costs between fixed and variable.
For thirteen years prior thereto, the writer
was associated with a machinery manufac.
turer having 85,000 manufactured items
and the cost sheets also indicated fixed and
variable overhead for each. In 1925 several
textile manufacturers developed product
costs on a fixed and variable basis.
During the past twenty -five years, the
writer found such compilation of individual
product costs to be indispensable in making
management decisions. For single commodities, the direct cost or contribution
margin figure was always immediately available and when a segment of the business,
such as a product line or category was involved, it was easy to get a broader picture
based upon a sampling of representative
items. This was done only as occasion required and not as a regular procedure.
The new application seems to be to collect the direct costs and show contribution
margins regularly for the principal product
lines or territories and for all company operations and to report the result to the
management as part of the regular internal
profit and loss statement. I like the idea but
it has some disadvantages and certain dangers of misuse or misapplication.
In some cases, one disadvantage may be
costliness. We have been using the direct
costing method in one of my company's
divisions for about one year. However, the
monthly profit and loss statement by major
product groups has been compiled using
both the full allocation approach and the
contribution margin approach to the assign-
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ment of manufacturing and non- manufacturing costs. Thus far, I am certain of one
thing. It requires substantially more clerical effort to compile such statements because of the double costing and double extending of thousands of copies of invoices
from which cost of shipments for the
month is obtained.
Whether this extra regular costing effort
is worth while depends upon management's
regular need for and use it really makes of
the additional information. In some of our
divisions, I believe, the need and usefulness
of the dual profit information is so infre.
quent that continuation of our "direct cost"
studies by product groups, as occasion requires, is more practical and economical.
CLARENCE W. SNYDER,
Philadelphia

THE OFFICE IS ON THE TEAM
I N M A N Y BUSINESS PERIODICALS there is
frequent reference to the increasing percentage of office employees to production
employees, accompanied by the implication
that the increase indicates lowered efficiency. Because accountants of all types
represent one of the larger segments of office employees, members of the various
branches of the accounting profession
should spring to the defensive when such
statements are made.
It is true that government controls and
reports have added to the office employee
total without a proportionate increase in
productivity. However, most other additions to the office force definitely result in
over -all productivity increases. Typical of
reasons for office expansion are:

I. Stronger internal control. By the introduction of internal controls an organizaN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

The application of the principles stated for

F

V I E W

vaca tion pay shou ld, in my opinion, be expanded to include other items which attach
to the payroll dollar.
For the past two yea rs I have been ma k-

Lion increases its office force but at the
same time eliminates waste, leakage, pilferage, or other loss. Although the
worker ratio may appear less favorable
as the result of adding office people to
operate controls, certainly over -all productivity has improved.
Wider distribution of sales. As sales territories expand, more clerical personnel
is necessary to maintain sales records,
but this same expansion of market makes
mass production more feasible. Again
the worker ratio may appear less favorable, but productivity rises when these
circumstances occur.
Management's desire for facts. Many
circumstances can be included under this
heading, but suffice it to say that enlightened management, working with
plentiful and accurate facts, can improve productivity. Although the office to- productive worker ratio suffers when
office employees are added to collect
facts for management, the over -all result
must be increased productivity.
i. Improved technology in the factories.
As production processes are changed by
technological improvements, a double
effect can be seen on the office- to -productive worker ratio. The new processes
call for fewer productive employees due
to automatic features, etc., and at the
same time often call for more clerical
employees for scheduling, cost accounting, routing, and related work.

As an industrial accountant, I am tired
if being considered "nonproductive." His orical comparisons of office to productive
vorker ratios are meaningless. Both types
if workers are employed for the same reaon —to increase over -all productivity.
To me it is something worth thinking
[bout.
R. A. MORGAN,
Peoria
'HORSE AND BUGGY" LABOR COSTS

I T O C C U R S T o M a tha t the ma tter of a c:ounting for vacation wages is the logical
;tarting point in accounting for the unusual
'.tems which attach to the payroll dollar.
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ing a distribution, not only of vacation pay
but of certain other fringe benefit costs
which relate specifically to the payroll dollar. This distribution has been accomplished
by a pplying a percentage factor to the base
payroll cost to cover such fringe benefits.
Included in these fringe benefits are vacation time, sick time, jury duty time and any
other time paid for bu t not worked.
I propose, still further, that the accounting profession should review the whole
matter of a ccounting for the payroll dollar,
taking into consideration all of the costs
which arise at the time an individual is
placed on the payroll. Among these costs,
in addition to those already mentioned, are
payroll taxes, pensions, unemployment insurance costs, compensation insurance, and
employee benefits accruing through service
functions, such as medical care, etc., performed by the personnel organization.
Until su ch time as all of these items a nd
other items which atta ch to the payroll dollar a re brought together and considered as
payroll for accounting purpose, statements
rendered to the companies' managements
are not telling the factual story of payroll
costs. This fact is brought to light rather
effectively by the proposals which organized
labor is making as its goal in labor negotiations.
If industry is going to be faced with a
continuation of increased costs which relate to the labor supply, I believe that it
is time that the accountant reappraise his
concept of labor cost, with an inevitable departu re from the 1890 version of a pa yroll
rate per hour being exactly the cost of
labor.

M. G. HARDESTY,
Cedar Rapids
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Timekeeping for Incentives and Procsss Control
by GLENN R. MYERS
Assistant foreman, Timekeeping Department, DeLovai Separator Co., Poughkeepsie, New York

It is not an especially exacting task to keep employee time if it is
required only to know that each was present in the shop during work ing hours and the department in which each was busy, but if the requirements of process control and —above all—an incentive plat, and
perhaps inventory, are dependent upon the existence of good timekeeping, the function may become a full - fledged instrument of production
management policy and cost department responsibility and must be
governed by the degree of detail exemplified by the care study presented in this article, with its related forms.

is basically a matter of recording two
items of information. These are, who is working and when he worked, and
are important items of information in any industrial accounting system. However, the timekeeper's job is not an involved procedure when "who and when"
is all the information needed. Timekeeping in an industrial plant where an
incentive system is in operation is definitely a more involved procedure. A third
very important element enters into the job under these conditions. That is the
gathering of accurate information as to what an employee, working on incentive,
is doing. We now have three basic items of information which a timekeeper
for an incentive system must furnish, commonly referred to as the "who, when,
and what" of timekeeping.
IME KE E PI N G, AS T HE NAME SUGGE ST S,

The Complicating Factor, and Some Terminology

art

This third element causes the job to be more involved. The question likely
rises, "Why should it ?" In answering, it may be pointed out that, in dealing
with the first two elements, the timekeeper is dealing with clear
matters of
fact. Either an operator is present or he is absent. Either he is on time or he is
late. A time dock is usually in use and the primary qualification necessary for
the job accuracy in recording.
Acquiring information as to what a man is doing is a procedure which involves the tying together of information, from several sources, to a record known
as the daily time sheet. This sheet is actually a book of original entry in loose
sheet form. There is a sheet for each operator. Exhibit 1 shows the form used
in our plant. This form may vary to meet the requirements of the industry
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using it, but in its function, it will remain the same, a book of original entry.
For such a record, complete and accurate information is essential.
There are some terms to be used in this article which are peculiar to our plant
and it might be well to define them at this point:
I. Timekeepers will be referred to frequently as checkers, as this is the title
commonly used in the plant. It is a logical title, as the work involves a great
deal of "checking" of work -in- process.
2. Standard refers to measured time, furnished by the time study department,
allowed for performing an operation. It
may be a permanent standard temporary (to be used for a definitely specified order) or quantity, or expense

standard.
3. Class rate refers to the operators' rate
of pay on a premium basis, denoted by
the letter G, F. E, etc., on the forms,
and related to type of work.
4. An order refers to the document sent
to the production department, authorizing it to manufacture a certain part.
S. Unit refers to a standard or measured
minute of time.

What the Time Sheet Consists of
The time sheet is intended to give a complete and accurate picture of what
an operator is doing each day. Note the word, daily, in the heading of the sheet.
The checker is instructed that this is important, as records are based on daily
figures. Quantities completed by operators are spot checked for accuracy of
count by the checker. There is a further control of quantities, to be pointed out
a little later.
It is appropriate now to follow the steps of procedure on the time sheet and
show how they tie in to payroll and cost accounting. On the left side of the
sheet, spaces are provided for the part and order number. The operation number refers to the point in process that the order has reached and indicates that
the routing, as set up by the methods department, is being followed. Quantity
refers to the number of pieces completed by the operator on this particular operation on a particular day. Burden is applied by an established burden rate against
the standard time. The labor column provides for recording the direct labor cost,
based on standard time. The information given in the space provided for
description is extremely important. All production jobs have been methodized
and, in the great majority of cases, an established cost has been calculated, based
on the method shown. The cost of each operation is calculated from standard
data and actual studies of the operation, taken by the time study department. In
cases of new jobs or the adoption of new methods, studies are taken and estimated costs are set up.
How the Time - Keeper Applies Standard Data
The checker has available routings of all jobs being worked in the department,
OCT OB ER , 19 52
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showing the standard to be ap-
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entry on the time sheet, might read, "Layout and drill lug and disc." When
the checker compares this description with the description shown on the
routing, he finds that the routing reads, "Layout, drill, and countersink
lug and disc." The trained checker at once recognizes the discrepancy and,
although he may have a standard to cover the regular operation as described,
withholds the application of the standard and immediately investigates with
the foreman of the department. If the countersink element in the operation is
not being performed, he enters the job on the time sheet as it is actually being
worked but does not show an operation number nor apply a standard. This
indicates that the method has not been approved by the methods department.
The work is not chargeable to production until the change has been approved.
The department foreman may request from the methods department, a change
in the operation, probably adding the countersink operation at a different point
of process. If this is granted, the change is accepted on a production basis. A
standard will be requested covering the work actually performed.
The second important step for a checker to watch in applying a standard is
to make sure that the job is running on the machine for which it has been routed.
If, perchance, it is working on a different machine, then it is his duty to find out
if the standard is applicable. In the third place, he must be sure that temporary
and expense standards are applied only for the period of time or for the quantities authorized at the time of the standard's release.
The checker must be extremely careful that standards and class rates are
applied correctly. The standard and class rate, when applied, become the basic
figure against which the operator expects to be working on that job. Errors at
this point naturally can cause misunderstanding with the operator. For instance,
if, at eight o'clock in the morning, the checker applies a standard of three
minutes on an operation and the operator commences his work with the thought
in his mind that for every piece he finishes in less than three minutes, he will
receive a premium, it is not pleasant for him to receive word a few hours later,
that the checker used the wrong standard, that it should have been 2.50 minutes.
The same thing is true of the class rate. If the checker carelessly puts down a
class rate "E" instead of "F", which is a lower rate, the operator will not be
happy to hear of the error. The entry, once made, is many times necessarily left
for the day, marking the item "error." This is done in order that the operator
may not be needlessly irritated by changes which would affect his pocketbook.
Completing the Time Sheet
As jobs are completed and quantities entered for operations on the time sheets,
the checker must mutiply the quantity by the applied standard and enter the
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result in the proper column for distribution of charges. Note that setup units
also may belong in one of two columns. The cost of a part in process is based
on including one setup to one order. The original setup is appropriately entered
in the setup unit column on the time sheet. However, frequently it is necessary
to dismantle one job before the order is completed, sometimes many times, and
the consequent re -setup is not chargeable to production setup units but to an
expense account, on a separate charge, which has to be denoted over the part
number on the left side of the time sheet.
As the number of pieces of work finished come in from the operators on the
last jobs of the day, the checker must compute the units earned on these jobs
and extend them to the proper column. The number of minutes must be shown
and hours worked, with a total of unmeasured minutes worked, productive, nonproductive, and idle time. The minutes shown worked on measured time
(against standard minutes) plus the productive unmeasured minutes of day work
(D.W.) plus nonproductive time (P.N.P.) plus idle time (wait), if correctly
computed, will equal the total number of minutes worked during the day.
Handling Waiting or "Checkout" Time

One of the difficult duties of the checker in an incentive system is the proper
handling of non - measured time, commonly falling into a category of expense
referred to as "checkouts." An operator may find, during the course of a day's
work, that it is necessary to halt his production for the purpose of repairing a
tool or fixture or to wait for a repair job on the machine he is using or repair
or replacement of a belt, etc. This type of interruption cannot be covered by a
measured (standard) time, as it would never be consistent. Therefore, the
operator, under conditions such as this, has the right to "checkout." Here the
attitude of the checker must be one of impartiality toward the department foreman and the operator alike. He must know that the foreman is aware of the
situation and prefers to let the operator avail himself of a checkout causing
either expense to the department, as he possibly makes the necessary repair
himself, or a "wait" checkout while the repair is being made by a maintenance
man.
There are times when a short checkout, while a repair is in progress, is more
practical than to attempt to have the operator start on another job, with which
he might be unfamiliar, or which, once started, must be finished before returning
to the first one. On the other hand, an operator, if allowed to checkout at will,
without the knowledge of the foreman, might in some instances be inclined
to checkout on an "idle time" checkout at the slightest excuse, adding to the
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expense of the department without good cause. The successful handling of such
situations as this demands, many times, a high degree of diplomacy on the part
of the checker. Otherwise, it can result in misunderstandings and a degree of
friction between workers, supervision, and the checker, which may well detract
from harmonious working conditions, and contribute to reduced efficiency in
production channels.
Computing for Payroll —and Premium Pay
Now come the steps to be taken to figure the operator's unit hour and
premium. The unit hour is a measurement of the volume of units produced. A
sixty unit hour is the standard unit hour expected from an operation, before
premium or bonus shall be paid. Any units earned over and above a sixty unit
hour are premium units, for which a premium, based on the operator's wage
class, is paid. A measured unit is based on one minute of time. Sixty units
equals sixty minutes or one hour of time (a sixty unit hour). An operator
working an eight hour day and earning 480 units has attained a sixty unit hour.
(Eight hours times sixty minutes per hour equals 480 minutes or measured
units.) A man earning 720 units in eight hours has earned a ninety unit hour.
The calculation is made by multiplying the number of units earned by sixty
and dividing the result by the number of minutes on standard.
The total number of units earned, less the number of minutes on standard,
are the premium units. These are entered in the space provided and these units,
multiplied by the appropriate rate, equal the amounts of money the operator will
receive in premium for that day. The hours worked shown will furnish the
payroll department with the number of hours to be paid for at the man's base
hourly rate and the overtime hours shown tell how many hours are to be paid
for on a time and one -half basis.
Process Control of Shop Orders
As the day's work progresses and quantities are turned in to the checker on
jobs completed, another phase of control starts to function. This is the posting
to the shop order of quantities shown as completed on the time sheet. This is
done by an employee of the timekeeping department, who is referred to here
as the process control clerk. It is his duty to enter quantities each day on the
shop order, in the appropriate column, covering the operations performed, and
to check several control points.
First, he must determine that the quantity turned in on the operation does
not exceed that received into the department on the order nor the quantity on
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preceding operations. This is a safeguard against incorrect counts from the
production floor. If this were not done, many inaccuracies might unknowingly
develop which, paid for on a premium basis, would allow expenditures of money
for direct labor which would not be later found to exist in the inventory. In
cases where an operation is worked ahead of another operation, this posting control quickly brings it to light. This is very important also. Operations can at
times be worked to better advantage, or production expedited, by working out
of sequence, but the fact should be known in order that a correct picture of
work -in- process be available. There are times when scrap might occur on "out of- sequence" operations and, if a record has been made of this circumstance, the
value of the scrapped piece will not then be recorded to include the cost of
operations not actually performed.
The second point the process control clerk must check are initial operations
in the department, involving bar stock. It is important to know that the amount
produced on this operation is not running heavily over the amount the order
has been written for. A heavy overrun may indicate many things. The most
common would be that the wrong amount of material has been issued to the
department by the storekeeper. This material is weighed and so many pounds
issued, based on specifications of the methods department. The operator of the
automatic or hand screw machines will run the number of bars of stock furnished
him, without question. When a quantity overruns the amount planned for on
the order, if it is brought to the attention of those involved, including the
planning department and stock records section, the order may be increased to
the amount actually run, with the knowledge of all departments involved. A
check of the bar stock still in stores may be made, so that a correct record of the
remaining stock will be available. If an error in calculating has been made by
the methods department, this also can be rectified.
A third important point to be checked by the clerk, is that an inspection operation is not by- passed as work -in- process advances. At various points in the work,
inspection is called for, in order that defective work may be found before the
work has advanced to a much further stage and so that labor costs on pieces
which may perhaps be later scrapped, may not continue to increase. Also, if
defective work is caught in time, the part may be salvaged by a re -work operation, thus saving a scrap condition.
The methods department has placed the inspection operations at what are considered strategic points in process. If, through an oversight, a production
department should continue on to a point in process beyond an inspection operation, it is the duty of the clerk to call this to the attention of the production
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foreman and the inspection department at once, in order that the inspection may
be picked up or authorized. Another important phase of the timekeeping department's work, in our own plant, is the making out of move tickets and scrap
tickets, and their recording.
Facilitating Work -In- Process Inventory
Accurate records with relationship to the movement of work -in- process are
extremely important in taking an accurate inventory, when work -in- process
inventory is taken each year. When castings or bar stock are issued to an order,
the stock account is credited and work -in- process account is debited with the
cost of the material. As tabulations are made of the daily cost of labor and
burden for work in process, this cost is charged to work in process account
also. As finished parts are forwarded to finished stores, the forwarding ticket
furnishes the information necessary to credit work -in- process account at the
value in dollars and cents based on an established standard cost of production
and to debit the finished products account. In like manner, a scrap ticket will
cause work -in- process to be credited and a corresponding debit to the scrap
account.
When a work -in- process inventory is taken, all parts in process are inventoried
at their value, based on standard cost data, as of the last operation worked. The
value of the work -in- process inventory plus the value of finished product inventory in stock should amount to the charges to work -in- process. The records of
the clerk play an important part in accurately arriving at a periodic inventory.
The tying together of the responsibility of accounting for work -in- process on
the production floor on a daily basis and the movement of material from the
time it appears on the production floor until it reaches a finished parts stock
room, is obviously advantageous.
Timekeeping No Place for a Heavy Hand
This article intends to bring clearly to light the fact that a timekeeping department is accumulating important basic records for cost purposes. The work
involved makes it distinctly important that its personnel be made up of men
who are able to employ diplomacy in dealing with the many men they must
come in contact with, including both operators and supervision. Timekeepers
must be accurate and have a clear recognition of their duties and the importance
of the records they are keeping. They should feel that their work is but one
of many steps in application of accounting principles and procedures for which
their records are to furnish information. But they should feel that it is an
important basic step.
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Bringing Delivery Route Costs Under Standards
by W. D. HOLDSWORTH
Partner, Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison, New York, N. Y.

The economic protest exemplified in the operation of business ends
with delivery and, for some retailers and for manufacturers who have
numerous outlets or reach consumers directly, this means delivery
routes. "Day -long time studies" form the basis described here of
establishing cost standards for the jobs performed by drivers on routes.
The time expended is analyzed to four principal categories for effecting control. The article carries through to consideration of the uses
of the data for primary control and administrative action respecting
prices and wages.

which bring food products and beverages from
Itheir points of origin to America's
tables, no link is more important than
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delivery to the consumer or the retail outlet. The milkman and the grocery man,
the butcher and the baker, are familiar figures to the housewife and are becoming
increasingly important to her pocketbook as the costs of their services continue to
rise.
A High, Little- Supervised Cost in Narrow Margin Lines
This area of cost has always been and will continue to be one of primary
importance to the manufacturers and distributors of food and drink for three
good reasons.
First, the costs of delivery systems represent, in many cases, the largest item
of cost over which management has any appreciable control. The dairy industry,
which will be used throughout this article to illustrate what is also true of many
other food industries, is a case in point. A typical dairy in Buffalo, N. Y., in
1948:
Bought raw milk for about
Hauled it to the plant for
Pasteurized, bottled and loaded it on the trucks for
Delivered it to homes for
Total cost

12.1¢ per quart
.7
1.8 (including container)
6.6
21,2¢

Of this total cost, thirty -one percent was the cost of delivery. Of the cost controllable by the dairy-9.10, since the farm price of milk is set by law — delivery
represented over seventy-two percent. Any function with such a high relative
cost requires the most careful cost analysis and control, if profits are to be safeguarded.
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Second, the delivery function is, not only the most costly, but also the most
difficult of all the operations to supervise. A large part of the milk route driver's
day is spent away from the plant. Only his loading and unloading and his bookkeeping are subject to supervision and these are not the critical cost - recovering
functions upon which profitable operation depends. There is no direct way for
management to know how effectively the driver spends his time after he leaves
the loading platform and no way at all unless there is some method of predetermining the time required to serve the route.
Third, profit per unit is likely to be very small in many food and beverage
industries. In the case of the dairy previously mentioned, the quart of milk
which cost 21.2¢, sold for 21.7¢ —a profit of 1/ 2 0 before income taxes or about
2.3% of the sales dollar. Similar narrow profit margins are likely to be met in
bread, soft drinks, beer, and other products dependent on delivery systems.
With margins of this kind, route volumes and cost control are of paramount
importance.
"Last Frontier" for Management Techniques
The manufacturing plants of companies in these fields are usually models of
modern technology. Operations are highly mechanized, equipment is up- to-date,
and management techniques and controls are usually effective. Most of the
excess cost has been squeezed out of manufacturing operations. It is the delivery
system which remains as the critical area of high costs, where profits are made
or lost. It is the last frontier to be crossed by modern techniques of management
administration and control. And it is a function which needs, more than any
other, the control which can be attained through work standards based on
accurate measurement of work content.
Measurement has long been recognized and used as a basic management tool,
not only in production but in all departments of business. In most industries
today, production goals, sales volume objectives, profit plans, flexible budgets,
product and functional costs, and many compensation plans are established only
after the most careful measurement and study of the factors which control or
affect them. However, while modern measurement techniques have been used
broadly in manufacturing processes, delivery systems appear, for the most part,
to be administered by rule of thumb —with at least three unfortunate results:
I. Management is handicapped by a lack of
the information needed to lay out the
system effectively and to direct it successfully toward maximum profit goals.
2. Irrational price structures, without a
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sound cost basis, fail to attract profitable customers.
3. Wage structures which do not recognize
the work performed tend to create inequities and to increase costs.
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Modern measurement techniques offer some solutions to these problems. Over
the last ten years, a considerable body of data has been collected on the functions
performed in food and beverage delivery, and the time required for them.
These data are essentially work standards for delivery functions and, although
necessarily less precise than standards used in manufacturing processes, they
serve management in the same way. This article will describe how delivery work
standards have been developed and how they can be and have been used to
improve the administration of delivery systems.
Time Analysis of Components of Driver's Task
Delivery standards are developed by time study. The technique is basically
the same as that used in studies of manufacturing operations. The most important point of difference is that times are taken on broader operations than the
elements or motions observed in shops. All studies are day -long studies. The
time study observer meets the driver at the beginning of his day and stays with
him until he leaves the plant after work. During this time, all operations are
observed and the time and other pertinent information is recorded on forms
designed specifically for route time study.
Studies of this kind have been made on a large number of routes, delivering
such products as milk, beer and frozen foods, and for both home delivery and
store distribution. Naturally, some differences in delivery methods are found.
particularly in store distribution as compared with home delivery. In spite of
these differences, however, there is a marked similarity in the basic functions
performed and in the time required for them. This is not surprising when the
various jobs performed by delivery men in different industries are analyzed. In
the distribution of almost any product by delivery trucks, the driver's day will
go something like this:
I. Report for work, get orders, order
book, and instructions.
2. Get vehicle and drive to loading dock.
3. Load vehicle.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Collect.
Record sale and collection.
Pick up empties.
Drive to next customer.
Return to plant.

4. Drive to route.

I f . Unload empties.

5. Deliver to first customer.

12. Settle accounts.

With some minor variations, this pattern will be found in most delivery systems.
The times which are required for the various jobs performed by a route man
can be classified in such a way as to make them extremely useful in planning and
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administering delivery systems. The jobs performed by the driver will fall into
one of these classifications:
I. Jobs performed once for each customer
served.
2. Jobs performed once for each case or
unit delivered.

3. Jobs performed once for each day of
operation.
4. Jobs related to and controlled by the
mileage driven.

The times required for delivery functions will vary somewhat from company
to company and from market to market. It is usually necessary, before applying
route time standards, to make a few check studies, as well as to review carefully
the methods employed and the physical characteristics of dwelling types, driving
conditions and other factors affecting time. However, in a typical suburban
community, a home delivery milk man might be expected to require the times
set forth in Exhibit I for the jobs he does.
Some of the operations shown combine a number of smaller jobs for reasons
of simplicity in presentation. For example, "deliver" includes selecting merchandise from the truck, picking up empties at the door, and the walking time
from truck to door and return. Also, in practice, delivery times are recorded
separately for detached dwellings, row houses, apartments, and other dwelling
types. And, of sourse, "settle accounts" is recorded in considerable detail. However, the consolidated times, will serve to illustrate the usefulness of delivery
standards.
Work Content Problems
Time studies have been made on more than five- hundred store and home delivery routes and the resulting standards have been applied to over two thousand
one hundred routes in the dairy field alone. These studies have revealed that
rLde -of -thumb administration results in a large number of routes which require
only five or six hours to serve and probably an equal number which require a
work day of ten or eleven hours. The five -hour route may be returning a profit.
However, as long as there remains an unused two or three hours which might
be bringing in sales volume, potential profit is being lost. The ten hour route
also may be profitable. However, if the driver is asked to work these hours consistently, the route is a potential or actual source of trouble.
How do delivery standards help to solve this problem? By determining for
each route the time which should be required in view of the particular conditions which exist on the route. They determine also how many customers could
be served (with how many quarts) in a normal working day. By this technique,
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TYPICAL RESULTS OF HOME DELIVERY
TIME STUDY FOR SUBURBAN COMMUNITY MILK ROUTE
MINUTES

1.50 per day

"

"

8.18
6.50
36.00
50.50
102.68 per day
"

"Per Day" Jobs
Check in, get orders, books, etc.
Get vehicle, gas and oil, return vehicle to garage after
delivery
Arrange truck during delivery
Settle accounts at plant
Personal time and unavoidable delay
Total "Per Day" Time

MINUTES

"Per Customer" Times
Deliver

.94 per customer
delivery
1.10 per customer
delivery
.18 per customer
collection

Collect
Record delivery and /or collection

MINUTES

"Per Case" Times
Load cases to truck
Unload empties

"

"

.12 per case
.06
MINUTES

"Per Mile" Times
Drive to route and return
'Drive on route
Dependent on number of stops per mile.

*

"

3.60 per mile
12.60

EXHIBIT 1

the volume potential of each route can be determined and action can be planned
for reaching these potentials.
Two Routes: Comparison and Contrast
To illustrate this method, let us assume two routes with these characteristics:
180
25
60
4
7.5

this is the time required per day:

Total per day
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"

"

102.68 min.
4.50
112.80
33.00
21.60
3.60
63.00
"

Fixed time per day
Load and unload 25 cases, at .18 min. per case
Deliver to 120 customers, at .94 min. per delivery
Collect from 30 customers, at 1.10 min. per collection
Record for 120 customers, at .18 per delivery
Drive to route and return —I mile at 3.60 min. per mile
Drive on route -5 miles, with 24 stops per mile, at 12.60 min. per mile

"

1,

ROUTE 2

120
25
30
1
5

"

When standards are applied to Route

ROUTE 1

"

Customers
Cases
Collections per day
Miles to and from route
Miles on route

341.18 min.
5.69 hrs.
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However, the driver for Route 2 has some problems not carried by his counterpart for Route 1. His customers take a smaller average amount, so that he
must deliver to one hundred eighty customers to sell the same volume. More of
his customers pay daily -he makes sixty collections a day instead of thirty. And
he must drive farther both on the route and to and from it. His time looks like
this:
102.68 min.
4.50
169.20
66.00
32.40
14.40
94.50

Fixed time per day
Load and unload 25 cases, at .18 min. each
Deliver to 180 customers, at .94 min. each
Collect from 60 customers, at 1.10 min. each
Record for 180 customers, at .18 min. each
Drive 4 miles to route and return- 3 . 6 0 min. per mile
Drive on route- 7 . 5 miles, with 24 stops per mile, at 12.60 min. per mile

483.68 min.

Total per day

8.06 h rs.

These two routes, by rule -of- thumb, are about the same. They sell the same
amount and return the same profit, assuming the mixture of products to be the
same, but, from the standpoint of both profit potential and administrative action,
the routes are very different. Route 2 already has eight hours of work. To
increase the volume of profit, either the driver must work overtime, present
customers must be sold more per delivery, or the driver must be freed of clerical
or loading jobs so that he can serve more customers. The driver of Route 1,
however, has about one and one -half hours within the eight -hour day when he
could be delivering to additional customers. How many more customers could
he serve? That question can be answered like this:
MINUTES

Total day
Fixed time required
To route and return
Available to serve customers

480.00
102.68
3.60

106.28
373.72

Time required per customer:
Load and unload- . 2 1 cases per customer x .18 min. per case
Deliver
Collect- 3 0 collections for 120 customers, or 25% of delivery customers
collected daily, therefore 25% of 1.10 minutes for each customer delivery
Record sales and collections
Drive between customers- 2 4 customers per mile, and 12.60 minutes per
Mile, or 12.60 minutes per customer,
24

Total time per customer
Possible customers= 373.72 - 1.97, or 189.7

MINUTES
.04
.94
.28

.18
.53
1.97

This route, which now serves one hundred and twenty customers, should be
serving one hundred and ninety to fully utilize its rapacity. Although it is now
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making a profit, that profit could be increased by fifty -eight percent without
expecting more than a normal day's work from the routeman.
By analyzing the route system in this way and by shifting and rearranging
customers and routes, the system can be so organized that each route is delivering all or most of its volume potential. If such analysis leads only to relieving
pressure on too long routes and building up the short ones, it will have made for
a more stable and effective delivery system. Usually, however, the net results of
such an analysis is a cost reduction through serving the same number of customers with fewer routes.
Cases In Brief —and Control Actions Taken
Rule -of -thumb administration is seldom good enough to enable management
to plan the way out of a bad -profit spot. Delivery standards frequently will
indicate solutions to the problem, as illustrated by a recent actual route analysis.
A company operating a group of store milk delivery routes in an Eastern city
was faced with average route profits per day of about forty -nine cents, and
complaints by routemen of excessive hours. In the face of an average working
day of about eleven hours for the routemen, the usual solution of more customers
per route was not the right one. The work content of the routes was analyzed
in detail, by applying known time standards to the critical factors of milage,
cases, collections and customers.
This analysis, first, substantiated the drivers' claims of excessive hours and
eliminated any possibility that the hours spent on the routes were more than
necessary. Second, on the basis of the time required for each function by the
routemen, a number of possibilities for corrective action were formulated and
evaluated. These were three of the possibilities:
I. Collection from customers was found to
take a significant amount of the driver's
time.
(It was determined that if 75% of the
customers, who were then paying the
driver every day, were collected from
once a week, the average hours required of each route would be reduced
from I I per day to 8.)

2. By transferring a number of the stores
which took very small volumes to the
dairy's retail routes, the work hours
could be reduced to 8 per day.
3. By having plant help load and unload
the trucks and take over some of the
office bookeeping procedures, hours
could be reduced to about 9.3 per day.

From these time evaluations, management worked out a combination which
reduced the average day to an acceptable one. Following this course of action
to its conclusion will provide additional time for serving more customers and
should lead to a satisfactory profit, probably from fewer routes.
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Similar analyses have been made to help formulate and to evaluate proposed
administrative action in other food delivery units. In one, a large brewing company was guided in its post -war program by an evaluation of the effect on costs
of four deliveries per week instead of the one or two per week made during the
war. In another, it was determined that greater economy could be attained
through revising present delivery methods of a brewer than by turning the
distribution over to contract haulers.
Delivery Costs and Prices
Analysis of distribution systems on a function -time basis also reveals costs
in a new light and frequently shows existing cost -price relationships to be completely irrational. At bottom, the number of routes required in a system is
dependent on the time required to serve its customers and to perform the various
jobs which go with that service. Costs are related directly to function, time and
only indirectly to the volume of products.
For example, a dairy which increases volume by selling twenty percent more
to present home customers will need few, if any, additional routes, but one
which increases volume by selling to twenty percent more customers will find a
very significant increase in the time and in the routes required. It follows that
the concept of a delivery cost per quart —or per keg or per loaf —is not a true
concept. The thing which creates cost is the sum total of the services rendered
to the customers —the miles driven, the collections made, the delivery trips,
the book entries.
In the dairy industry, the total price charged a six -quart home customer is
usually six times the price charged a one -quart customer, at a fixed price per
quart, although it is obvious that the six -quart customer does not receive six
times the amount of service. With such a price structure, it is only logical that
the large volume customer should seek lower prices at stores, buy fewer byproducts, and put less of her food dollar into milk than she would like to.
Prices tied to function -time costs have a different structure. The cost of
delivery is included in the price at a fixed amount per customer delivery and
the cost of the product is added at a fixed amount per unit of product. Thus,
the six-quart customer pays only once for the delivery service and the total price
paid reflects the economies of larger volume delivery.
This kind of a price structure can be expected to attract larger - volume customers and to induce high cost one -quart customers, either to pay their own way
or seek lower - priced sources of supply. In the dairy industry, many one -quart
customers would probably go to the store where their combined milk purchases
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would be enough to make the store an economical stop for the dairy's store
routes. Price structures such as this are now in effective use. An extension of
them may be the means of reviving what is in many cities a dying home delivery
market.
Delivery Standards and Wages
For many years, the dairy industry and others have argued the merits and
demerits of high base and low commission vs. low base and high commission
vs. flat hourly or daily wages. Unfortunately for many hard working routemen
with long thin routes, none of these wage payment plans reflect the work
actually performed. Joe Smith may work ten hours per day to deliver the same
volume thrown off by John Jones in five hours. He receives the same base pay,
the same commission and the same take -home pay but fifty percent less wages
per hour. Unfortunately also for both customers and management, neither do
these wage plans encourage a full day's work from the driver of a "gravy"
route, which carries a satisfactory wage for five hours' work a day.
Function -time analysis by means of delivery standards shows the way to a
more reasonable pay plan. Wages based on work content are more equitable
and, in the long run, will encourage the best utilization of man and vehicle
and, therefore, lower costs. Wages paid on the basis of the "standard hours"
required by the route or on some workable combination of the number of customers, packages and miles, have been installed and operated successfully. Extension of these plans to more delivery systems would benefit consumers, management and routemen.
Standards Practical for Delivery Systems, Too
Work standards have come to be an indispensable management tool. Many of
management's most vital controls, such as standard costs, production planning
and control, and wage incentives, rest on a foundation which includes work
standards. Until recently, this important tool has been considered as practical
primarily in the production end of business. Recent work has proven its value
in controlling and administering the distribution functions of business. Where
work standards have been used for delivery systems, they have extended the
effective control of management to an area previously difficult to administer.
And although, like all techniques applied in new places, they must move slowly,
the results they help to achieve assure their ultimate use wherever delivery problems are critical.
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A Cost System fdt a Chemical Plant
by FRANKLIN M. BEALL
Assistant Controller, The Glenn L. Martin Company, Baltimore, Maryland

Described here in orderly fashion are the cost procedures of a plant
producing a single chemical product and located at some distance
from the head office. Accounting handling of direct and indirect
charges is first set forth and is backed up by an exposition of the
cost center subdivisions for collection, respectively, of "overhead,"
utilities, and "operating" costs.

the cost system used by a chemical plant producing
T a single product and located
a moderate distance from the home office of the
HIS PAPER DESCRIBES

company. Plant investment and the value of annual production each are in the
neighborhood of $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 . Primarily, there is here provided ( 1 ) a description of the various types of charges and the detailed records maintained for
inventories and fixed assets, and ( 2 ) an exposition of costs charged to the
various cost centers and the monthly closing procedures. First, however, there
needs to be given a brief review of the plant accounting setup in relationship
to the home office.
General Setup of Plant Accounting
Plant accounting activities are confined almost entirely to cost accounting
with little or no financial and general accounting. Their purpose is to furnish
management with accurate and timely information to aid in the making of decisions, including the setting of sales prices, to provide timely information for
consideration when policy changes, and to properly reflect the company's financial
position and the results of its operations.
The system used at the plant is a process cost system. All control accounts
are maintained on the home office books, with the plant keeping the detail accounts for material inventories, operating costs, work -in- process inventories, and
fixed assets and the related reserves for depreciation. All expenses incurred at
the plant are considered a part of the cost of items produced. These expenses
include the cost of raw materials, operating and maintenance labor, maintenance
materials, freight, telephone, telegraph, real and personal property taxes, payroll taxes, various types of insurance, and so forth —in fact, all expenses of
every nature necessary to keep the plant in operation.
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The home office charges purchases of raw materials and maintenance supplies
to inventory control accounts and, based on plant reports, transfers the cost of
items consumed into work -in- process. Charges for labor are made direct to the
work -in- process control in the home office and are distributed by the plant
into the proper detailed accounts which are maintained there in support of the
home office work -in- process control. The home office advises the plant of the
monthly charges for insurance, taxes and similar prorated items.
The following are the cost center accounts used at the plant. Each cost center
is further subdivided into classifications for the various types of expenses
incurred:
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
01

02
06
07
21
22
23
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

DEPARTMENT NAME

General plant expenses
Protection, sanitation and yard work
Maintenance shop and stockroom
Laboratory
Electricity
Water treatment and pumping
Steam generation
Processing of Raw Material "A"
Purification process
Liquid intermediate production and storage
Liquid intermediate distillation and storage
Synthesis of product
Drying, grinding and storage
Blending and packing

Based on the various costs and expenses and the results of inventories and
operations, the plant advises the home office of the amounts to be transferred
from work -in- process to the finished goods inventory account and the amounts
to be transferred from finished goods inventory to cost of sales and cost of
sample shipments.
Subsidiary accounts are maintained for each of the raw materials used at
the plant and these accounts are balanced monthly with the home office's control
account. Freight and express on raw materials are charged to the raw material
accounts and included in cost in computing the average inventory price.
Daily reports of the usage of various materials are made to the plant management and are available for accounting use. The aggregate monthly usage reflected
by these reports is verified by the taking of monthly inventories. After such
verification, the amounts consumed by the various centers are priced at the average inventory cost (opening inventory values plus purchase prices plus freight
and hauling, divided by opening inventory quantity plus quantity received) to
determine the amount to be credited to the inventory account and charged to
the cost centers.
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Each day each employee prepares a daily time report showing the manner in
which his time for that day was spent. Where an operator divides his time
between two or more jobs, the time is split on the daily report, so that its costs
may be properly distributed. Fractions of an hour are reported in tenths (six
minute intervals). All time reports are approved by the supervisors whose
section is to be charged with the time. Each employee has a simplified and condensed chart of account numbers in booklet form to assist him in properly
preparing his daily time report.
The plant accounting department maintains a labor cost distribution based
on these reports and the rates for the various men, and maintains also a segregation between hourly and salary rated employees. The distribution for the
hourly rated men is tied in with the weekly payroll amount which is reported
to the plant by the home office and the salary distribution is agreed with the
semi - monthly salary total. Overtime premium or shift bonus payments are
charged to the job on which the time was worked. Generally speaking, the
pay of salaried men is a constant charge to a particular account or is split between two or three accounts on a percentage basis. However, if there are
instances in which a salaried man has a wide variety of accounts to be charged,
an hourly rate is determined for him by dividing the actual number of hours
reported as worked in the semi - monthly period into his remuneration for the
same period.
The amounts to be charged to the provision for vacation wages account are
given the plant by the home office and a reserve account established on the home
office's books. Consequently, time spent on vacations is reported to the home
office as a charge to be made against the reserve so established and is not included in plant costs for the particular period. This provision applies equally
to hourly and salaried employees.

Charges for Maintenance Labor and Materials
Maintenance labor is reported and distributed in the same manner as operating labor. The proper charge number for each repair job appears on the repair
order. Maintenance materials include repair parts and operating supplies, such
as lubricating oil, wiping cloths, filter paper, etc. Operating supplies and
maintenance materials are issued only on properly prepared and approved requisitions. These requisitions are posted to the detail inventory accounts on a
daily basis and the average price of the items is entered on the requisitions at
the time of posting. The costs represented by these requisitions are summarized
monthly and posted to the proper cost accounts.
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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OVERHEAD DISTRIBUTION TO UTILITIES AND OPERATING CENTERS
Total Overhead
01— General plant expenses
02— Protection, sanitation and yard work
06— Maintenance shop and stockroom
07— La6oratory

$ xxx.xx
xxx.xx
xxx.xx

Total overhead to be prorated

$xxx.xx

Proration
LABOR
MAINTE NAN CE

TOTAL

xx.xx

$

xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx=
xx.xx
xx.xx
xxxx
xx=
xx.xx
$

xx xx

$

xx.xx
xx.xx
xxxx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xxaoc
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
$

Totals

$

21
22
23
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

OPERATING

$

CENTER

xx.xx
xx.xz
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx

RATIO

APPLICABLE
OVERHEAD

xx.xx%
xx.xx%
xx.xx%
xx.xx%
xx.xx%
mxx%
xx.xx%
xx.xx%
xx= %
xx xx%

$ xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xxxx

100.00%

$xxx.xx

EXH IBI T 1

in

A single control account is maintained
the home office for the inventory
of maintenance materials and the plant keeps detailed inventory accounts in
support of the home office control for each of the items stocked, charging these
accounts with purchased items and crediting them with items issued. Freight
and express on incoming maintenance materials are not charged to the inventory
but to the freight and express number assigned under the cost center for the
maintenance shop.
Physical inventories are taken of various groups of maintenance materials
on a serial basis and the physical count is compared with the detailed accounts
kept by the plant. Any difference which cannot be located is adjusted as a
charge or credit in the maintenance shop cost center. Physical inventories are
so planned and taken that each inventory item is checked by physical count at
least once a year.
It is desirable to maintain a reasonably fine breakdown of maintenance
charges, since they represent a substantial part of the total plant operating
cost. The chart of accounts provides for a breakdown by cost center and, within
each cost center, a further break down to show what the maintenance was expended on, that is, whether on buildings, process piping, utility piping, wiring,
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switches and controls, instrumentation, equipment, automobiles, office equipment,
or on land improvements such as roads and walks, railroad siding, sewage settling
tanks, etc.
Many questions can and do arise as to the maintenance account to be charged.
The following considerations were adopted as general premises in resolving
these questions:
The charge is made against the item
which is the chief cause of the maintenance or repair work. This means that
removing and replacing a part of a
building wall, for example, to repair piping or wiring is charged to the piping
or wiring repair number, since no work
on that part of the building would
otherwise have been done. Likewise, removal and replacement of wiring or
piping for repair to an instrument is
charged to the instrumentation repair
number. Removal and replacement of
wiring or piping instruments so that a
vessel or motor may be repaired or
overhauled is charged to the equipment
repair number.

2. Repairs to and maintenance of utility
pipes or wiring are charged to the
utility cost center until the pipes or
lines enter the process area to be
served, after which they are charged to
the process cost center under the utility
piping or wiring, switches and controls
number.
3. Maintenance of lines or equipment
transferring process items from one area
to another is charged to the area which
is delivering the item.
4. Maintenance or repairs to a piece of
equipment removed from an operating
cost center and replaced with stand -by
equipment is charged to the center from
which the equipment was removed.

Use of the foregoing general rules together with common sense, has permitted a reasonably accurate distribution of maintenance costs.
Fixed Asset Records and the Handling of Depreciation
Prior to any discussion of the charging of depreciation, a resume of the
method employed in setting up fixed asset accounts is desirable. Each capital
asset is assigned a permanent number, which is physically affixed to the asset.
The numbering plan identifies the type of asset by assigning " 1 " prefixes to all
prefixes to pumps, "3" prefixes to compressors, etc., thus permitting
motors, " 2 "
prompt and accurate tabulation at any time of the total amount of investment
in a specific type of asset.
A separate fixed asset card is maintained for each item of equipment costing
$ 1 0 0 or more. Although all costs of original construction are capitalized, it is the
company's policy to write off to expense as acquired, items having a cost of less
than $100. This as a policy of practicality, as the proration of such small amounts
over a number of years would involve more clerical cost than would be warranted
by a possibly more equitable distribution of cost over the life of the item. It
also is the policy of the company to review each new capital asset as it is put
into service and to set, as a basis for depreciation, a life which appears most
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DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY

x,xxx

$xx.xx

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

$ xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx xx

Total deductions

x,xxx

$xx.xx

Remainder - quantity and cost to be
distributed

x,xxx

$xx.xx

&

Deduct quantities used by and
estimated costs distributed to:
01— General plant expenses
02— Protection, sanitation
yard work
06— Maintenance shop
07— Laboratory

Distribution:

COST PER
U NIT
(AS ABOVE)

CENTER

NO. OF
UNITS USED

22
23

xxx
xxx

$ x.xxxx

xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx

x.xxxx
x.xxxx
x.xxxx
x.xxxx
x.xxxx
x.xxxx
x.xxxx
$x.xxxx

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
Total

x,xxx

$x.xxxx

$x.xxxx (A)
COST
DISTRIBUTED

x.xxxx

xx.xx
xx.xx

xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
xx.xx
$

Total production cost

COST PER
UN IT

$

QUANTITY
( N O . OF UNITS) AM O U N T

xx.xx

EXHIBIT 2

likely, in light of all known facts, to be the actual useful service life of the
item. Piping, wiring, etc. are carried as a separate total for each cost center.
The individual property cards are filed by the cost centers in which the asset
is located and, within the cost center files, by asset number. There is a numerical
list of assets which shows their cost center locations and a control sheet is
maintained to show the gross asset value assigned to each cost center.
Since the asset cards are filed by cost centers and since the depreciation of
buildings is split normally among cost centers occupying them, there are two
or more asset cards for each building so occupied. One card is designated the
master and contains all pertinent information called for by the property record
card form. It also indicates the percentage of the depreciation charge to be
made to the cost center in which the card is filed and is cross - referenced by
indicating the percentages to be allocated to other centers. A subsidiary building card is prepared for each of the other centers, showing the percentage and
amount of depreciation to be charged to the particular center. The subsidiary
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cards are noted to show the cost center with which the master card for the
building is filed.
Each month adding machine tapes of the monthly depreciation for each cost
center are prepared, by types of assets. The totals so obtained are charged
against the proper cost centers and the amount reported promptly to the home
office so that proper charges to work -in- process and credits to depreciation
reserve accounts may be made. At the close of each year, the annual depreciation
of each asset item is posted to the property card and the accumulated depreciation to date balanced with the control accounts for the various depreciation
reserves. In making annual depreciation postings to property cards for buildings, the posting is made on the master card for the amount of accumulated
depreciation applicable to the master and all subsidiary cards.
Plant Burden Cost Centers
The various cost centers will be discussed in the order in which they are
closed at the end of each accounting period. The order is overhead centers
first, utilities centers next and operating centers last. It will be noted that
they have been assigned numbers in this order. The overhead distribution
procedure is depicted, with account numbers, in Exhibit 1.
General plant expenses (center 01) accumulates the more general costs of
the plant operation. It is charged with the salaries and wages of supervision
of the plant as a whole, the immediate staff assistants of such supervision, and
plant purchasing, accounting and clerical personnel. Office usage of electricity,
steam and water, as well as maintenance and depreciation of the office building
and equipment, are charged here, as are such other items as provision for vacations, stationery, postage, telephone and telegraph, taxes, insurance and other
expenses of a general plant nature.
Protection, sanitation and yard work (center 02) is charged with the salaries
and wages of guards, janitors and clean -up personnel, and yard workmen performing duties of a general plant nature. Miscellaneous protection, first -aid
and sanitation supplies are charged here, together with the maintenance and
depreciation of sewage lines and settling tanks and municipal sewer service
charges.
Maintenance costs not readily chargeable to a specific operating, utility or
overhead cost center are accumulated as maintenance shop and stockroom
(Center 06) . Such charges include the pay of the maintenance foreman and his
stock clerks, the wages of maintenance men when they are performing odd jobs
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2
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DEVELOPMENT OF RATES FOR DISTRIBUTION OF WATER
DEIONIZED

Treatment materials
Deionization materials
Electricity
Steam
Raw water purchased
$xx.xx
Less amount charged
MIX
to steam generation

TREATED

TOTAL
$xx.xx

$xx.xx

xx.xx

Operating labor
Maintenance

$xx.xx
xx.xx

xx.xx

xx.xX

xx.xx

xx.xx

XX.xx

xx.xx

xx.nc

-xx.xx

xx.zx
xx.xx
xx.xx
On deionization (On treat equipment only) ment cool- (Pumping
lines
ing equip.
only)
all other)

xx.xx

&

&

Depreciation

RAW

$xx.xx

General plant overhead

xx.xx

xx.Xx

$xx.xx

$xx.xx

$xx.xx

xx.xx

xx.xx

$xx.xx

$xx.xx

$xx.xx

jxx.xx

100,000

2,000,000

Totals
Less estimated amounts
charged overhead centers

$xx.xx

Total cost to be distributed
Quantities of water used
(other than by steam
generation and overhead centers)
Raw water rate (raw cost
to be distributed divided
by 2,600,000)

2,600,000

A

Treated water rate (Treated
cost to be distributed
divided by 2, 10 0, 00 0)
Doionized water rate (.Deionization cost to be
distributed divided by
100,000 )

500,000

B

C

EXHIBIT 3

in the shop or when they are unassigned to specific maintenance work, the costs
of maintenance materials used in shop jobs not performed for a specific center,
adjustments to the perpetual maintenance material inventory records necessitated
by comparing them with physical inventories, freight and express on incoming
maintenance materials, and depreciation applicable to maintenance, including
depreciation on miscellaneous stand -by equipment.
The plant laboratory (Center 07) is used primarily for testing raw materials
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and finished product. It does not undertake or perform research work of a
general nature. Its costs include charges for electricity, steam, water, miscellaneous materials, operating labor, maintenance and depreciation.
The closing procedures for overhead are carried out simply. Charges to
the overhead centers for labor, direct maintenance and depreciation are made
directly and are known immediately after the close of the accounting period.
Charges to Center 01 for prorated items, such as provisions for vacations and
paid holidays, taxes and insurance, are sent to the plant by the home office
well in advance of the closing. However, charges to the various overhead
centers for their usage of steam, electricity and water present somewhat of a
problem, since an accurate charge for these utilities should include an appropriate share of overhead costs and the basis for this overhead proration cannot
be established until the charge to overhead for utilities is known. Fortunately,
utility costs do not represent a particularly substantial part of total overhead.
Therefore, to be practical, we charge each overhead center with an estimated
amount for usage of utilities, such amount representing the actual quantities
consumed times an estimated rate decided upon after considering past experience and any unusual utility costs known to have been incurred in the particular month.
After all charges have been posted to the cost sheets for the overhead centers, the total of overhead is ascertained and this amount prorated to the
operating and service centers on the basis of the ratio which the .labor dollars
charged to each center (both operating and maintenance labor) bear to the total
operating and maintenance labor charged during the month to all operating
and service centers. Obviously, the total of the "applicable overhead" column
on Exhibit 1 must agree with the total of "total overhead to be prorated."
Utilities Cost Centers
The next cost centers to be closed and their costs distributed to the operating
cost centers are those for electricity, water and steam. They are closed in that
order, since the electricity center uses little or no steam and water, the water
center uses electricity but relatively little steam, and the steam generation center
uses both electricity and water in relatively large quantities.
The usage of electricity, (Center 21) during an accounting period is reported
to accounting by the operating personnel, based on meter readings. The electricity reported as consumed must agree with the usage as recorded on the
master meter, which is read at closing on the last day of each month. Based
on this consumption, the total costs of the electricity center, including its share
O C T O B E R , 11952
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EXHIBIT 4

of overhead and an estimated amount for any steam or water which may have
been used, are distributed in the manner illustrated in Exhibit 2.
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The usage of water (Center 22) during an accounting period is reported to
accounting based either on meter readings, if available, or on accurate operating estimates. Because of the re- cycling of water used for cooling, it is not
possible to reconcile the quantity reported as used with the quantity actually
purchased.
Since the steam generation plant treats its own water, it is charged with the
actual quantity of water delivered to it at the purchase price. The remainder
of the water passes through the treating and pumping system. There are three
types of water delivered to the various operating and service centers: raw
water, treated (cooling) water and deionized water. The cost of the various
types of water is prorated in the manner outlined in Exhibit 3.
After development of the preceding rates, the quantities of deionized water
used are charged at a cost rate representing C plus B plus A, treated water is
charged at an amount developed by multiplying the quantities of treated water
used by B plus A, and raw water is charged at the A rate. The foregoing is
considered proper because deionized water uses all of the raw services and also
is treated before deionization, and treated water takes all of the raw water
services before treatment.
Accounting is advised of the total quantity of steam generated (Center 23)
in an accounting period and given the distribution of this steam to the various
centers using it. A computation similar to that outlined for electricity is made
to eliminate the actual quantities and estimated costs charged to overhead
centers and to electricity and water and, after these eliminations, the cost per
unit is computed and applied to the remaining usages so that the total remaining cost is completely distributed to the operating cost centers.

Operating Cost Centers
The chart shown as Exhibit 4 illustrates the flow of production through
the various cost centers. Exhibit 5 exemplifies the cost sheet used in accumulating and reporting costs and production information for each of our cost
centers. Inasmuch as the closing proceeds in the order in which production
flows through the centers, costs for Center 31 are computed first, Center 32
next, and so on. Centers 31, 33, 35 and 37 receive charges for raw materials
consumed. Centers 31 and 34 receive credits for by- products produced, at the
estimated recovery to be realized from the by- product. All centers are charged
with the cost of operating labor, utilities, maintenance, depreciation, and overhead.
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O P E R A TI O N A L C O S T S UM MA R Y

DEPARTMENT
MONTH OF
USAGE
Qusnti t

_
Haw Na te alt

Amount
Cost,/Utdt
— -

Cost per
W
Produced

r a t i o Lab or
Miscellaneous Labor
O]PO ting Supplies & Expenses
Util itiest
Ele ct r ic i ty
Hater
Steam
Maintenance Labor
Ag n � en a w * Ma t er i al s
• reciations
11guipm ent
General Plant Overhead
TOTAL OPERATING CASTS
Pro duc ts fr om Pr io r P r oc es s es s

Credits for

- Products

Production
Qu an t i t y
Unit
TOTAL PRODUCTION COST
Inventory at Beginning of Period
To t a l
Transfers to Subsequent Procegggs
C o s t o f Sal e
Cost of Sam1p a Shi

en ts

Total

I

DMENTORS AT END OF PERIOD

EXHIBIT 5

Production quantities are subject to check and verification through the physical
opening and dosing inventories and also through the application of chemical
yield formulas to the usage of raw materials and materials from prior processes.
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These quantities, after verification, are used as the divisors in determining
unit values for inventories and transfers to subsequent processes. As may
readily be seen, a running average method is used for inventory valuation,
although the values used are subject to adjustment to market value at any time
at which there is a substantial reduction in raw material costs or if sales prices
are reduced so that recovery of the value assigned to the inventory is
doubtful. Neither of these latter situations have posed much of a problem in
recent years.
The column for "cost per unit produced" is completed in all cases and provides a ready yardstick for comparison with previous periods of similar production. Management expects and receives explanations for any out of line
conditions, although management personnel usually are familiar with the causes,
since chemical yield formulas are applied on a day -to -day basis and, in most
cases, disclose uneconomical operating conditions immediately.
Simple

But There Are Still Problems

It may easily be said that the operation which has been described is so
simple as to present no harassing problems. While simplicity of operation
obviously makes it easier for the cost accountant, size or simplicity is not
completely determining and each plant has important problems which must be
solved. We have tried to keep the solutions as simple as the operation and
as logical as the chemical formulas on which it is based. Our aim has always
been to present reasonably accurate information very promptly. We commend
this approach to other accountants, since we believe that an informed o$ -thecuff diagnosis is preferable to the most detailed autopsy.
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THE

WORKSHOP

A Planned Physical Inventory
by RUSSELL W. HARDY
Supervisor of Internal Audit, Office Methods and Procedures Department, Hyatt Bearings Division,
General Motors Corp., Harrison, N. J.

cause of the extensive nature of the
depends on adequate pre- inven- job, we must often resign ourselves
tory education and instruction, clear to operating under less than ideal concut lines of responsibility, sound or- ditions. The taking of a physical inganization and supervision, and com- ventory is not a regular part of our
plete audit coverage. If these important operations. It is an interruption to our
elements are present, it is possible to normal daily work.
take an accurate inventory in one day
No one is completely happy with
with a minimum of expense. Failure the job. Production men vision an
to plan and organize the inventory inventory in terms of so many units of
properly often results in confusion, lost production. Manufacturing forewith the result that the taking of the men look upon an inventory as an uninventory is neither accurate nor com- familiar nightmare which to them
plete. The following procedure has seems as useless as the extinct dodo.
proven remarkably successful in Even the accounting personnel see only
achieving maximum inventory results a mountain of paper work which must
somehow be fitted in with their reguin our organization.
lar daily duties. But these are the peoFive Parts of the Problem
ple who must play an important part
The task of taking a physical inven- in the inventory. The inventory must
tory is a vast and highly complex op- be organized and supervised by key
eration. Because of the complexity of men in the production and manufacthe task, we, as accountants, would turing departments. Added to their
like very much to take a physical in- natural antipathy toward their task is
ventory under ideal conditions with the fact that they must work with emexperienced personnel. Seldom, how- ployees who are not used to this type
ever, is it possible to take a physical of work, who also may treat the job
inventory under perfect conditions. lightly, and who are not best fitted by
Quite often the opposite is true. Be- training to perform their duties.

A
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It is apparent that, if we are to secure an accurate inventory in a short
space of time and with a minimum of
expense, we must plan carefully. The
five phases of the inventory problem
may be indicated as follows:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Education and instruction.
Responsibility.
Organization.
Supervision.
Audit.

Education and Instruction

Preparation of an inventory manual
is a must before an inventory can be
carried to a successful conclusion. The
purpose of the manual should be twofold, educational and instructive. The
educational part should have as its
purpose orientation in regard to the
necessity and objectives to be achieved.
The instruction should be both general
and detailed for use by foremen and
employee alike. The educational section should clearly outline the need for
a physical inventory. A clear, simple
explanation of the necessity of taking
an inventory will give the inventory
a new meaning to those who must
carry the responsibility of taking it.
Surely, if a foreman or a ticket writer
understands that the ultimate result of
his efforts will be a dollar valuation
of the inventory and a means of adjusting stock records to actual inventory for more effective production
planning, each will be more careful
and accurate in his work. If the objectives are dearly defined, the belief
that an error of a few pieces does not
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make a difference, will soon be dispelled.
We expect the foreman to do an
outstanding job in organizing and
supervising the inventory. We expect
the counter, checker and ticket writer
to work quickly, yet accurately. We
must then provide each person involved in the inventory with a set of
instructions which will enable him to
go about his work without delay and
which will assist him to do his job the
way we want it to be done. We have
a selfish interest in the work of those
taking the inventory. Why not make
our job easier by making their jobs
easier?
The inventory instructions contained
in the inventory manual should show
evidence of careful thinking and planning. These instructions, if intelligently prepared and issued well in
advance of the inventory date, will be
of invaluable assistance to the supervisor in charge of the inventory. Many
questions inevitably arise on inventory
day, despite advanced planning and
instructions. But many questions can
be answered in instructions which will
save precious minutes on inventory
day. Employees will not waste valuable time waiting for decisions if the
foreman can quickly answer them.
Inventory instructions vary according to the type of product to be inventoried and the method of count to be
employed. In general, however, the
instructions should be dear, concise
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and complete. Typical areas of instructions may be as follows:
I. Division of responsibility.
a. Physical control.
b. Financial control.
c. Audit control.
2. Pre - inventory preparations.
a. Identification of parts and operations.
b. Segregation of repair work and
scrap.
c. Arrangement of like parts, sizes and
operations.
d. Pre - inventory instructions to employee.
3. Inventory tickets.
a. Proper method of filling out inventory
tickets.
b. Assignment of blank tickets.
c. Disposition of completed tickets.
4. Material to be inventoried.
a. Good material.
b. Rejected material.
c. Scrap.
d. Returnable containers.
e. Obsolete parts.
5. Method of counting.
a. Hand counting.
6. Weighing.
c. Measuring.
6. Inventory hours.
a. Starting and finishing time.
b. Lunch hours.
7. Operation lists.
a. Operation numbers.
6. Types of machines.
c. Types of operations.

The instruction manual should be
reviewed with the foremen at a pre inventory meeting so that each may
familiarize himself with it. An opportunity should also be given for
questions and suggestions. Suggestions
should be carefully considered, since
the foreman is the man who actually
takes the inventory and his ideas are
often sound and valuable. The chief
value, however, of the inventory
manual is as a ready reference to the
foreman in his department on inven278

tory day. If his questions can be
answered by himself by referring to
his manual, many minutes may be
saved for more important supervisory
functions.
Pre - inventory education and instruction will go a long way towards a
successful and efficient inventory. Organizations which do not use a manual
of this type will notice the difference
when they prepare such a manual for
the first time.
Responsibility

Probably the one factor which will
hamper an inventory operation more
than any other is failure to fix definite areas of responsibility. Confusion,
delays, and bad tempers will occur on
inventory day if there are disagreements regarding each person's part in
the inventory program. These disagreements can be costly and, what is
worse, may result in failure to account
for valuable segments of the inventory.
For example, some valuable inventory
tucked away in some obscure crib may
be completely missed if someone is not
definitely assigned the responsibility
of taking it.
Likewise, on a higher level, responsibility of the parties concerned should
be clearly determined. Let us assume
that the physical organization will be
assigned to the production department.
We should be sure that members of
this section know that the organization
of the inventory is their problem. They
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must be held accountable for their
part and, equally important, it should
be made clear to other parties that this
function belongs to the production
department. Likewise, the supervision
of the taking of the inventory should
be clearly assigned to the shop foremen. In addition, although financial
control rests with the accounting department, the auditing of the inventory should be the responsibility of the
internal audit department.
Clear -cut responsibility means more
than the prevention of disagreement
but also makes it possible for each
unit to start at once to make plans for
its role in the inventory. Furthermore,
when the starting time of the inventory arrives, each section can put into
action, without question, the program
which it has planned. If the duties
and responsibilities of everyone from
top supervision through ticket writers,
counters and checkers, are firmly fixed,
confusion and misunderstandings will
be kept to a minimum.
Organization

The production department has a
stake in the units of raw material, expense material, expense tools, and
work in process in various stages of
production. Even though stock records
may have been carefully maintained
during the year, a physical inventory
gives the production department an
accurate, actual record of the quantities
of raw material on hand and the
progress of work in process. Good
OC TO BE R, 1 95 2

production planning also requires an
accurate inventory of expense material
and expense tools. The adequacy of
supplies and tools must be ascertained
as well as raw material and work in
process. This information is vital to
production planning and gives the
production department an opportunity
to adjust its stock records to actual
count.
It is logical, therefore, that the production department be given the responsibility of organizing the physical
phase of the inventory. This part of
the job is extremely important since
the actual taking of the inventory will
progress in direct relationship to the
quality of the planning. After it has
been determined what the scope of the
inventory is to be, the production department is ready to organize the many
necessary elements of the inventory.
Two main problems arise when
planning for the physical inventory.
First, it must be determined what
methods will be employed to take the
inventory and, secondly, what personnel will be needed to accomplish
the job. In a plant which contains
many departments of varying nature
and located in different areas, the
methods to be used must be clearly
outlined. The personnel necessary to
take the inventory must be assembled
and notified, to achieve a maximum of
smoothness at inventory time. Let us
examine these problems briefly.
In a typical manufacturing depart279

ment the bulk of the material will be drums or gallons as a unit of measure.
work -in- process. This material may be The manufacturing foreman must be
made up of many different types of set up to know what to do in these
product, necessitating different types cases.
of handling. Some material may be
The assembling of personnel and
hand - counted and some may be weigh - the assignment of specific duties make
counted. For the part to be weigh - up the other major problem of the
counted, scales must be provided. production department when it is orFurthermore, a decision must be made ganizing for the inventory. It is no
whether it will be weighed in indi- small task to assemble and assign the
vidual containers or on skids or plat- personnel necessary to take, efficiently,
forms. If on skids or platforms, mill the inventory in the allotted time.
trucks will be needed and laborers and Personnel must be selected with care
operators required to handle the work. to make sure that all the material is
In addition to work -in- process, there inventoried and that the job is done as
may be raw material on hand, at least accurately as possible. This personnel
in primary departments. Should the selection must cover, not only emraw material be measured or weighed? ployees who are to do the work but,
Are there cranes or hoists available to in addition, the foremen who must
lift heavy coils for weighing? If these supervise the job and the production
facilities are not available, plans must and accounting personnel who are to
be made to move this material to a lo- assist in the inventory. Also to be
cation where it can be weighed. In considered is the calibre of men sethis case, a scheduling problem arises. lected. Who should count work? Who
Material may be arriving at a large should check? Who should write
floor scale or crane from several tickets? Proper selection of personnel
sources. In order to get it over the for each specific task may mean the
scale efficiently, the movement of ma- difference between a good inventory
terial must be scheduled. Where a and a poor one.
large volume of work must be weighed
A particularly knotty problem is
in a short time, this scheduling must how many people to assign to the job.
be timed to minutes.
Obviously, it is possible to play safe
What about expense material in a by overloading the job. This procedure
manufacturing department? For ex- is costly and inefficient. In certain
ample, there may be drums of oil to areas space restrictions, as in bin locabe considered. Who should account tions in storerooms, limit the number
for it? How should it be counted? of employees who can be used. SalThe expense storeroom may be using aried people should be employed
280
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where possible to keep down the expense. Provision must be made to reassign help from one department to
another when one department finishes
early.
It is important, when the list of
employees has been prepared, to notify
each and the foreman to whom he is
to report. A written notice to the employee should indicate the date of the
inventory, the inventory hours and the
department and foreman. Along with
this notice should go an instruction
sheet outlining his duties and responsibilities. This instruction sheet will
give the employee an opportunity to
familiarize himself with the task
ahead. The notice to the foremen
should contain a list of all employees
who are to work on the inventory
under his supervision. This list should
be complete and should be broken
down under exact duties to be performed. No assignment of duties
should be left to the day of inventory.
Too much valuable time can be lost
doing this work which can easily be
accomplished in advance. A typical
list to a foreman should include the
assigned personnel under the following headings:
Foreman -in- charge
Assistant foremen
Counters
Checkers

Tag writers
Laborers
Scalemen
Process inspector

In addition to these employees the
names of the production man and the
accounting auditor should be listed on
the sheet so that the foreman will
OCTOBER,
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know the men who can assist him in
case of need. Surely, with such a
working tool available, there should be
no confusion in a department as to
what each and every man should do.
A complete list of this type is particularly valuable to get an inventory
off to a good start with a minimum of
delay.
Supervision
If we had to choose the one man
from all the many people who work
to make an inventory successful and
who is in a position to make the greatest single contribution to its success,
it seems that that man would be the
department supervisor or foreman.
Despite all the preparatory work and
planning, the final job rests with him.
Upon the supervisor's attitude, intelligence, and leadership depends a
great deal. It is to the supervisor that
we must look for the final culmination
of all our efforts.
Too often, it must be admitted, the
foreman does not take his job seriously. Inventory day is often a holiday
from his daily routine and the entire
inventory procedure is treated lightly.
The opposite may also be true, i.e.,
that the foreman considers the inventory an unfamiliar and difficult chore
to be completed as quickly as possible,
with little regard to accuracy. Unfortunately, the foreman's attitude
quickly finds its way to his workers,
with disastrous results. Occasionally,
281

progressing according to plan. The
foreman who attempts to run on inventory from his office is due for some
unpleasant results.
A good foreman will read the instructions carefully and will have
cleared up questions which bother
him. He will understand all the
282
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problems involved. He is aware of the
purposes and objectives of the inventory. He will faithfully attend all pre inventory meetings to acquaint himself
with current thinking regarding the
inventory. Having absorbed all the
necessary information, he will pass this
knowledge along to his subordinates
so that they, too, may have a thorough
understanding of the task ahead.
After the foreman has received his
employee list, showing the personnel
assigned to him and their duties, he
will immediately make his plans accordingly. Ticket writers can be
gathered together for a short meeting
several days before the inventory day
for brief but thorough instructions.
Counters and checkers will be notified
of their responsibilities. The foreman should be sure that the facilities
which are to be provided him are in
his department and are ready for use.
Even little items such as pencils, writing boards, and other essentials should
be on hand. Nothing
disconcerting as the realization, on inventory
day, that a scale which is needed is
not available.
Good supervision meets its real test
on inventory day. The inventory crew
should be assembled around the foreman and, like a football team, be given
a brief "pep talk" and then sent scurrying to assigned positions. Constant
overseeing of the job is the price of
inventory success. The foreman and
his assistants should circulate continuis

a production foreman, capable in his
own right, is not always able to cope
with the inventory situation which
may be foreign to him. Despite all
the education, instructions and planning, these problems arise and it behooves us to select those foremen who
have proven themselves to be good
"inventory takers."
Supervising a crew of inventory employees is not an easy assignment. The
employees assigned to a particular department usually consist of salaried
employees and hourly employees who
may not work under the supervision
of the foreman during the normal
course of operations. Since they owe
him no special allegiance and since
they have little to fear from his disapproval, the less conscientious employees will often take advantage of
the situation. Loafing on the job is
only one of the problems. The more
serious problem is that these employees
may go through all the motions but
may either fail to make a complete
coverage or fail to count or check
accurately. The foreman and his assistants must constantly be out in the
department to be sure everything is
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ally throughout the department,
answering inquiries, checking on results and keeping up the morale of
the men. Close cooperation with the
production and accounting representatives will assure the foreman that he is
up -to- the - minute on the progress of
the inventory in his department and
the plant as a whole. When his inventory is completed, his crew should be
immediately reassigned or should be
released at once. Pass -out slips, showing the quitting time of employees
should be prepared for employees being released.
Au d i t

Despite all of the careful planning,
organization and supervision of the
inventory, an additional safeguard
should be added to make sure that the
inventory is accurately and completely
taken. This last inventory safety factor is the auditing of the physical inventory. The need for an on- the -spot
audit of the inventory is apparent because of the diverse human element
involved.
The supervisor and the men who are
working on the inventory are occupied in actually seeing that the material is counted, checked, and recorded. This job must be carefully
performed but in a reasonable time.
Because of this conflict of objectives,
it is natural that some things will be
incorrectly counted or will go unnoticed. It is the auditor's responsiOCTOBER, 1952

bility to see that errors and omissions
are kept to a minimum. Constant review of methods used and continual
test checks of count, will enable the
auditor to reveal weak spots and, what
is most important, will bring them to
light so that they can be corrected immediately.
Conscientious foremen
welcome constructive suggestions and
criticism at a time when they can actually do something about them.
Public accountants employed by the
company will generally want to have
one or two representatives present to
observe the physical taking of the inventory. These representatives, with
their wide experience in observing inventories in different industries, can
render valuable assistance to those in
charge of an inventory. While their
primary concern is to make sure that a
careful inventory is being taken, they
are often helpful also in pointing out
areas where possible changes should
be made. Their suggestions, if sound
and practicable, should be incorporated
with the current inventory taking,
where possible, or at least recorded for
use in future inventories. Their
stature and prestige, as outside auditors tends to act as a good influence
on all levels of personnel with whom
they come in contact. Arrangement
should be made to have as many departments as possible released at completion, only after the public accountants are satisfied with the accuracy and
completeness of the inventory.
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If there is an internal audit department in the company, the members of
this department should play an important part in the physical inventory.
Inventory instructions, organization
plans, the selection and adequacy of
personnel should be reviewed by the
internal audit department prior to inventory day. The internal audit staff
should be satisfied that all pre- inventory planning and preparations are in
order before they are released for action. Because the internal audit staff
is generally small, it is obvious that
its coverage of inventory conditions
will be limited. A small staff will be
spread thinly throughout a large plant
with many departments taking inventory at the same time. While it is possible for the internal auditor to make
some test counts, it is recommended
that the internal audit staff limit its
scope to the broader aspects of the inventory. If the internal auditor can
concentrate on observing whether or
not the proper methods are employed,
whether all the material is being inventoried, and whether the inventory
teams are properly organized to do a
thorough job, he will have performed
a valuable function.
However, the audit work of the
public accountants and internal auditors is not always enough to make it
certain that an inventory is being accurately counted. How then, can we
secure sufficient auditing coverage to
be sure that each department is prop284

erly carrying out its inventory assignment? A method which has proved
extremely successful in our organization is to assign accounting representatives to act as auditors in the various
inventory areas of the plant.
Representatives of the general accounting, cost, and payroll departments, by nature of their accounting
background and training, are ideal
personnel for this purpose. Since many
of them become, in some way or other,
involved with inventory figures, they
usually have the proper perspective
and attitude for the task. Accuracy
and thoroughness is a part of their
stock in trade. The kind of job which
they are accustomed to do in their
every day work is the kind of a job
which they are likely to expect from
inventory workers in their areas.
Since the departments to which they
are assigned will be relatively small,
they will, in the course of a day, be
able to make numerous test counts of
material inventoried. The results of
their test counts will be a good indication of the calibre of counting being done. Where they find an unusual
percentage of errors, they will call this
matter to the attention of a foreman
for correction. Where a serious situation occurs, they may even ask the
foreman to re- inventory a certain section in which this condition exists. A
summary of the test counts made by all
the accounting representatives, showing the number of counts made and
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

the errors disclosed, is a valuable
measurement of the overall accuracy
of the inventory.
Planning —and Proceeding According
to Plan

A physical inventory need not be a
nightmare which must be looked forward to apprehensively and eventually
faced at least once a year. To approach
an inventory with fear and trepidation
is needless if proper preparations are
made. We cannot, however, sit idly
by and expect a miracle to happen
which somehow or other will solve
our problem for us.
Painstaking planning on paper must
precede any action which will eventually take place. Educational and instructive material, properly presented
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in manual form, together with informative meetings, will smooth the road
ahead. Sound organizing with special
emphasis on proper selection and assignment of personnel is the foundation upon which we can build a strong
inventory structure. Capable and enlightened supervision is the key to getting the job done. Finally, a threefold audit program to coordinate and
double -check results will add a safety
factor to render certain a careful and
complete inventory.
The use of these inventory tools
will give confidence and assurance to
all who must play an important role in
the inventory task. A smooth, well oiled operation will be the reward of
only those who think out the problems
and plan the solutions.
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THE

COST

PRICING IN INFLATION: A EUROPEAN
EXAMPLE FROM THE 1920s

Edilor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
INF LATION

WAS

A

MAJOR

BUSINESS

problem in Europe and the Near East in
the period following World Wa r I. As
an exa mple, when the Germa n mark brok e,
what wa s a fortune in cash one da y would
barely purchase a postage stamp the next.
As a result, people quickly realized the
fundamental fact that paper money is
merely a medium of exchange of nominal
value and that only staple things in popular demand, such as bread, meat, clothing,
homes, etc. retain their basic value. Hence,
it was a problem for a merchant in those
days and under those conditions to determine the price at which an article should
be sold to produce a profit.
Both trade and agriculture afford illustrations of how this problem was met.
The living standards of ma ny of the cou ntries of Central Europe and the Nea r Ea st
are considered primitive in comparison with
those of the United States, but their merchants are wise in the ways of mark eting,
just as their farmers are wise in the ways
of agricultural economy. A lesson can
be learned from the economic standards of
those farmers. They always kept a year's
crop in the barn and did not sell it till
the new crop was ready to be harvested.
If they had a crop failure they sold only
ha lf of what wa s in the ba rn a nd if, in the
following yea r they had another poor crop,
they again only sold half of what was in
the barn. The principle wa s that of carrying their reserve in commodities rather than
in cash.
These are also countries of small merchants who have a first -hand concept of
286
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profits and expenses because they were
trading then as now for enough profit to
buy immediately- needed food and clothing
for their families. This objective resulted
in a concrete concept of successful operation. The Levantine merchant's definition
of a profitable transaction is simple and
easy to understand: merchandise must be
sold for sufficient money to replace the
same merchandise and have enough left
over for food and other current expenses.
It worked this way. The textile or piece
goods business was (and is) one of the
leading activities in Central Europe and
the Near East, and grey and white cottons
are considered the heart of the business.
A textile stock came from many sources:
France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Germany and Czechoslovakia. The goods
bought in each country were usually paid
for in the currency of the originating country and most of these currencies were fluctuating wildly from day to day.
With inflation running rampant, the
wise merchant soon sought a stable value
or currency to determine the replacement
value of his stock, and most chose the
British pound sterling although the American dollar was also considered firm. Regardless of where the goods were purchased, they were priced on the basis of
British pennies a t a basic rate of exchange.
Several times a da y the cu rrent ra te of exchange was ascertained and the mark -up or
mark -down percentage of the current rate
as against the basic rate, was established
and used to determine selling prices.
A specific example, estimating the British
pound sterling at approximately 300 Italian
lire or 600 Bulgarian leva, will explain
the process of pricing. A Bulgarian merN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

chant bought silks in Italy to the va lu e of
290 lire. The shipping documents were
presented by his bank with a 90 -days sight
dra ft for 290 lire attached. The acceptance
was signed, the documents received, and
the bank was instructed to buy the 290
lire at the rate of the day of acceptance
for delivery in 90 days. At the rate of 2 00
Bulgarian leva for 100 Italian lire, the
cost of the silks became pegged at 580 leva,
which amount was then converted on paper
to pounds sterling at the day's rate of 5 80
leva for one pound sterling. The cost of
the silks was then considered to be one
pound sterling and was converted back to
leva for pricing purposes at the basic or
standard rate of exchange of 600. The cost
of the silks was then 600 leva, with a selling price of, say, 900 leva. The price
marked in code on the price tag was 900
leva.
The sale was the second part of the
transaction. If the rate of exchange for
pounds sterling on the day of the sale
was 660, or ten per cent over the standard
of 600, the selling price was quoted ten
per cent or 990 leva. But protection
aga inst infla tion did not stop at tha t point.
The merchandise had to be replaced or the
cash taken in had to be converted to the
basic currency or commodity value. If no
governmental restriction existed on the
purchase of foreign exchange, the merchant bought one pound sterling with the
660 leva which was the cost of the day's
sales.
Anyone who did not follow this general
pricing practice ceased to be a merchant
and became a foreign exchange speculator
and, as such, most of them lost, because
foreign exchange trading was the work of
a banker and an expert in that field.
Is there a lesson to be learned from the
experience of these Levantine merchants?
Today the British pound sterling has, to
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some extent, followed the other currencies
and our own dollar has suffered from inflation and dropped to where it has less
than half of its former purchasing power.
If the dollar continues to flu ctuate, we ourselves may have to look for a commodity
basis of pricing which can be converted to
current replacement cost at the current cost of- living index or some other similar factor.
PATRICK H. HUTCHINSON,
Richmond Chapter

THE LOST COST: DEPLETION

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
PE RH AP S TH E LEAST FAMILIAR item in
the income statement, even to the accounting fraternity, is depletion. The fact that

depletion applies as a cost only in extractive industries does not wholly explain this
situation.
The dictionary states that depletion is exhaustion of a resource and, further, that in
an accounting sense it may mean impairment of ca pital. From a practical point of
view, depletion arises from the operation
of a mine or other natural deposit. Since
the quantity of valuable material in the
deposit is limited, the extractive process
results in an inevitable reduction in the
quantity available for future operations. In
short, the mining of ore constitutes depletion.
Getting a mine ready for operation always involves a capital investment —sometimes of staggering proportions. If depletion is not provided for in cost, impairment of this investment will masquerade as
profit. The accountant, therefore, is faced
with the problem of reflecting depletion as
a cost of operation. He must attempt to
show the effect which taking ou t ore exerts
on the capita l investment. A depletion rate
in terms of a physical unit, such as tons
or pounds, may be computed by dividing
the capital investment by the estimated total
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of commercially marketable material in the
deposit. As noted fu rther on, this is more
easily said than done.
That it has, in fact, been attempted cannot always be discerned from published
financial statements and annual reports of
mining companies. One finds it difficult to
gain a clear idea of industry practice. A
definite statement of the a mount of cost depletion is a "rare avis." It is not uncom.
mon to find a note attached to the financial
statements explaining that net income reported is without allowance for depletion.
In some instances, a company has combined
depletion with somewhat similar costs, such
as depreciation and amortization. It is evident that a considerable variation in accounting treatment exists. This lack of uniformity presumably results from the unique
and speculative character of
business.

the mining

Cases of nonappearance of depletion as
a cost in financial statements may be often
explained by the fact that the company
blocks out (makes immediately available)
a ton of ore for every ton mined. Thus
no genuine reduction in reserves is considered to have taken place. If there is a
cost value or investment in mine lands
shown in these instances, the implication
of valuation of reserves exists, as if to sa y
that the mine is still worth its original
cost. In general, companies which do not
report a depletion charge show a modest
valuation or none at all in the balance
sheet.
Hesitation in figuring depletion, which
must have its basis in estimating reserves

must, therefore, be made of future price
trends. Also, many companies possess available reserves of lower grade material which
can be mined in a practical sense only in
periods of favorable economic conditions
or national emergency. Hence, conclusions
about mine land valuation and depletion
costs are difficult to draw from the published statements of mining companies.
Perhaps it is safest to say that reported
figures are generally not an indication of
actual value nor of actual depletion sustained.
It would appear that mining companies
have attempted to follow a policy which,
if sometimes obscure, may be said to be
conservative in respect to investments in
mining property. The uncertainty involved
in developing a mine is so great that reluctance to state flatly in a published report a definite valuation is understandable.
The present valu e of a mine ma y be either
greater or less than the investment in it
and may vary as economic conditions
change. However, the same policy may
not be conservative with respect to the income statement.
Federal income tax law has in the past
reinforced the desire for conservatism in
valuation of reserves. The desire of the
industry to be permitted to recover the
capital investment in a mine with reasonable promptness has not, until recently,
been reflected in the deductions permitted
for income tax purposes. The Revenu e Act
of 1951 will prove to be of assistance in
this respect.
F. J. GIBBONS,

(quantities contained) in a mine is not
surprising. It is a difficult task and price
becomes a factor in use of the results. A
mineral deposit typically contains tonnages
of varying grade. Grade may be roughly
defined as content of the valuable element
or elements being sought.
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A prediction

Boston Chapter

MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF
A TAX DEPARTMENT

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
of taxaenterprises are becoming

W I T H TH E INCREASING BUR D E N

tion,

business

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

more concerned with the problem of determining the adequacy or inadequacy of
their tax programs. However, examination
of conditions in the company's tax department usually uncovers the fa ct tha t no satisfactory standards for the measurement of
performance exist. This letter is written
in the hope tha t it will provide top management with some general standards which
can be applied to the department's work
and which will require no more than the
most rudimentary tax knowledge for their
application.
As an initial thought, the writer feels
that the tax department's capabilities should
be accepted on the basis of the absence of (or the existence of only limited)
deficiency assessments. Such a situation
would be more likely to point to a lack
of aggressiveness on the part of the department and willingness to concede borderline situations, many of which it might
win with a more determined policy. This
is further commented on in a later para-

other departments when data is no longer
necessary, thus reducing burdens in the
other department? Does the tax department insist upon the maintenance of records when the resulting tax savings are
more than offset by the costs of accu mulating the data? A qu iet poll of the hea ds of
operating departments might give an excellent indication of the tax department's
worth and the officer conducting the poll
need not be a tax expert to do it.
Incidentally, such a procedure might
school the heads of operating departments
in using the tax department to its fullest
capacity. Good tax work is anticipatory in

the manner in which it works with the

extensive, should ask the department man-

other depa rtments of the company. Does it

ager to explain just why the deficiencies

analyze new tax bills promptly and report

occurred and what benefits the company

their provisions to the departments affected,

derived from its present concession of error.

with suggestions as to procedure?

Is it

It may well be that the department, in a

alert to decisions which may relax record.

spirit of compromise, may concede certain

keeping requ irements and does it report to

situations with resulting deficiencies, in ex-

never

graph.
One of the most apparent deficiencies
in the department's work would be penalties for the late filing of returns. Scarcely
any type of tax return exists in which failure to report within a specified time does
not evok e some sort of penalty. Therefore,
even though it be a measure negative in
character, the existence of pena lties for late
filing should result in the closest possible
scrutiny of the department, with adequate
explanation as to reasons, as well as assurance as to correction of the situation.
The department may also be judged by

nature, but the tax department cannot do
a good job if the operating heads fail to
take it into their confidence until after
deals have been consummated. In matters
of plant location, formation of subsidiary
corporations or partnerships, state of incorporation, choice between debt or equity
financing, warehouse location and others,
the tax department may offer valuable
services if permitted to make recommendations while negotiations are pending.
As a final check on the tax department's
capacity, it shou ld be the duty of the chief
financial officer to review with the manager of the tax department the results of all
examinations and the nature of deficiency
assessments. As has been stated, the department should not be permitted to congratulate itself merely because deficiencies
are small and it should not be unduly criticized because deficiencies may take on some
proportions. Rather, the financial officer,
whose tax knowledge may or may not be
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change for which it may emerge victorious in other more important situations.
Of course the irresponsible claiming of
deductions on the part of the department
should never be tolerated and is usually
expensive, since they are almost always
promptly uncovered by examining officers,
with the result that taxes originally due
are paid with the addition of substantial
interest and penalties. Nevertheless, between the zones of taxability and exemptibility exists a whole twilight zone in
which numerous situations lie. It is in
this zone that the capacity of the department may best be determined and its results in these situations should largely determine the degree to which it may be
criticized or commended.
To summarize, top management, even
with little tax knowledge, can usually make
a reasonably accurate estimate of the department's performance by determining:
I. The existence or absence of obvious
failures, such as penalties for late filing.
2. The department's degree of participation
in corporate functions through its assistance to other departments.
3. The manner in which fax returns meet
examination from taxing jurisdictions.
E. C. BR IN KMAN ,

Chicago Chapter
PROFIT OR LOSS ON INDIVIDUAL
MOTION PICTURE RUNS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
I T M A Y B E O F I N T E R E S T to know how
an estimated profit or loss may be figured
on a pictu re after it ha s played its enga ge-

ment at a particular theatre. Most of the
film exchanges consider tha t a pictu re will
do three times the bu siness on Su nda y a nd
twice the business on Saturday that it will
do on a ny other day in the week . This being the case, it can be assumed that a week
is divided into weighted units as follows:
290

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Total

3
I
I
I
I
I
2
10

The first step is to get expense per u nit,
exclusive of film rental. Theatre overhead
on a yearly basis, divided by fifty-two, gives
a weekly figure, which divided by ten, gives
the unit overhead. This is illustrated below
(officers' salaries and concessionaires' salaries have been eliminated) for expenses
of the NACA T heatre:
NACA THEATRE
Yearly Overhead 1951
Shorts and news
Film transportation
Adverising:
Newspapers
Trailers
Accessories and posters
Miscellaneous
Salaries:
All theatre personnel — managers,
cashiers, doormen, ushers, operators, maids and porters
Rent
Repairs and renewals
Taxes and licenses
Insurance
Electricity
Heat and water
Carbons
Supplies
Sundry
Home office expense
Sound service
Depreciation and amortization

$2,635.00
494.00
1565.00
780.00
520.00
81.00

12,135.00
9600.00
936.00

1227.00
265.00
2225.00
645.00
248.00
595.00
1040.00
5200.00
511.00
2215.00

Total Expenses ( Exclusive of feature film rental)
$42,917.00
Weekly overhead:
Above figure divided by 52
Overhead per 10th of a week

$825.00
82.50

As to admission receipts, it is assumed
that the "Zany Follies" played the NACA
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Theatre on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
of a week and grossed as follows:
$325.50
139.25
131.00

O ve r h e a d — S u n d a y

3 uni ts

Monday

I unit

Tue sd ay

I unit

412.50

5 units
82.50

621.01

—

Su n da y
Monday
Tue sd ay

$595.75
208.51

Gro ss adm is sion re c e i p t s
Film r e n t a l

$595.75

(via

To t a l

The film rental on this picture was at
straight 35 per cent of the gross or $208.51.
The profit or loss on the picture is figured
below:

$25.26

Est im at ed loss on p i c t u r e

ARTHUR DEEKENS,
Richmond Chaoter

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS
OF MAR CH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code, Section 233)
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